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S. Husin Ali. The Malays : Their Problems and Future. ( Exeter, N H :  
Heineman n  Educational Books, I n c. ,  1 982) viii, 143 pp.,  $7.00 paper. 
On Decem ber 3 ,  1 974, 2000 Malaysian u niversity students staged 
demonstrations on the playing field of the Sela ngor Clu b in the heart 
of Kuala Lu mpur. They were demonstrating their sym pathy for the 
peasant ru bber g rowers of Ked a h ,  who had been brought to a state of 
desperate poverty by inflation a n d  the low price of ru bber, a n d  
protesting govern ment policies which were ostensibly d esigned to 
improve the econ omic condition of all Malays, but had a pparently 
succeeded only in e n riching  a small gro u p  of Malay politicia ns and 
businessmen .  They dema nded a fu ndamental reorganization of  the 
political and  economic syste m to ensure that the enormous profits 
being made in the cou ntry-mainly by tin mining, ru bber and  palm oil 
cultivation,  a n d  related ind ustries-should flow to the com mon 
people rather tha n to  the wealthy  elite and  powerful foreign-owned 
companies. 
The govern ment cracked d own hard on the demonstrators. 1 ,100 
students were a rrested o n  the day of the d emonstrations, and  on  
Decem ber  7 the Special Bra nch arrested three u niversity lectu rers 
who were accused of e ncou raging and leading the student rebellion. 
One of those a rrested was the a uthor of this book, an associate 
professor of a nthropology a n d  sociology at the University of Malaya. 
He was held without trial for six yea rs u nder  the I nternal Secu rity Act. 
Although he steadfastly refused to withd raw his criticisms of the 
gover n me nt o r  to "co nfess" to his alleged com m u nist con nections, 
he was finally released and  allowed to return to his teaching post in 
1 980. This book was written while he was in detention .  
Professor S .  Husin Ali is o n e  of the most accom plished social scien­
tists in Malaysia, having written n u merous scholarly books and  a rticles 
a n d  taught hu ndreds of u niversity students since the early 1 960s. He  is 
also a formidable critic of what he  sees as the injustices in contempor­
ary Malaysia n society. This book is a clear and  concise statement of his 
political philosophy a n d  his view of the Malaysia n social order. He 
argues that the ills of  the existing system stem mainly from the la issez 
faire capitalist economy inherited from the colonial period and  now 
perpetuated by the u pper class Malays, Chinese, and I n dia ns who 
benefit fro m it. He explores in detail the historical and structu ral roots 
of the poverty of ru ral Malays and shows why the cu rrent economic 
boom has done little if a nything to im prove their sta ndard of living. He  
criticizes the  "racial politics" of  the cou ntry, which pit the  Malays, 
Chinese, a nd I n dia ns against each other, as obscuring the true ca use 
of poverty, which is the exploitation of the lower class of all eth nic 
gro u ps by a small privileged class. As a remedy he proposes a form of 
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democratic socialism. This would involve the nationalization of all 
foreign-owned industries, the organization of many industries as 
cooperatives, and comprehensive land reform. The case is well­
argued, with pertinent evidence drawn from published sources and 
his own field research. The tone is earnest but reasonable, a far-cry 
from the tone of the criticism leveled against his and similar views. 
Whatever the merits of the author's criticisms and proposals, his ideas 
deserve to be heard and discussed, not distorted and suppressed. 
-Kirk Endicott 
Dartmouth College 
Amiri Baraka and Amina Baraka, eds. Confirmation: An Anthology of 
AfricanAmerican Women. (New York : William Morrow and Co., 1983) 
418 pp., $17.95, $10.95 paper. 
In his introduction to Confirmation, Amiri Baraka points out that 
the anthology is not "intended, in the same way that Black Fire was, to 
attack the house-negro appropriation of bourgeois aesthetics. Rather 
the purpose of this volume is to draw attention to the existence and 
excellence of black women writers. " The volume accomplishes that 
extraordinarily well. Confirmation is a major contribution, for it pro­
vides solid illustration of the range of work being produced by an 
impressive number (an even fifty) of accomplished black women 
writers. 
The probjem of doing justice to an anthology such as this in a brief 
critical review is evident. The wealth of material is simply too great. 
The collection gathers works by well-known authors such as Maya 
Angelou, Toni Cade Bambara, Gwendolyn Brooks, Lucille Clifton, 
Mari Evans, June Jordan, Paule Marshall, Toni Morrison, Carolyn M. 
Rodgers, Sonia Sanchez, Alice Walker, Margaret Walker and, refresh­
ingly, several of these women are represented by recent and hitherto 
unpublished works. An added value is the inclusion of material from a 
host of lesser known writers, some of whom are making their debut in 
print here. 
Although poetry dominates the book, there is a good sampling of 
prose : short stories, personal narratives, drama, two critical essays. 
Inasmuch as the overall quality of the volume is so high, one hesitates 
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to sing le  out  individu a l  se lections but  this is one way to suggest, if o nly 
partial ly, the range of the m aterial incl u ded. 
For examp le, louise Meriwether's "A Man Cal led Jethro" is a 
poignant  yet cu riously upbeat story of a n  out-of-work custodian who 
regains his sense of manhood by m u rdering his former u nion-busting 
boss. Toni Morrison 's contribution is  "Recitatif," a superb story about 
the relationship of two u n l oved girls, one black and one white, whose 
paths cross from time to time as they grow into woma nhood a n d  
midd le-age. A n d  Sonia Sanchez has given us a wonderfu l short piece, 
tlJust Don't Never Give Up o n  love." 
Equa l l y  impressive is the writing of less familia r authors such as lois 
Elaine Griffith's highly origina l  story "Prince Har lem." Perhaps my 
favorite piece in the e ntire book is Vertamae Smart-Grosvenor's 
"Ski l let B lond," which, in on ly  a few pages, reveals more about being 
a b lack American woman a n d  a bout  the women's movement than 
anything I can think of. 
I n  his introduction to Don't Cry, Scream (1969) ,  Haki R.  Madhubuti 
wrote that " most, if not a l l ,  b lack poetry wil l  be political." The political 
orientation contin ues to be evident  in much of the poetry (and prose, 
for that matter) in Confirmation. The inf luence of the ear lier Sa nchez, 
Giova n ni, a n d  Eva ns is c lear.  Yet the context has been widened a n d  
the revol utionary expression has genera l l y  become less strident, more 
varied ,  more artistic, a nd more powerfu l .  An excel lent exa m ple of the 
effective use of poetry for essentia l l y  po litical purposes are the five 
tough-minded a nd b l u nt poems by Jayne Cortez. 
Two of the strongest poems in the vol u m e  a re those by Adrie n n e  
I ngrum,  whose work is, I gather, introd uced i n  this book. Here again,  
the poetry is essentia l l y  political but  wedded to a n  a rtistry that streng­
thens the statements by su bordinating the e lement of propaganda,  
hence rea lizing a com plex and  se nsitive declaration .  In  "loomit," she 
writes, a mong other things, of n ature and  of u rban life a n d  conc ludes 
that "What is holy and  infinite/seems neither to be grass/nor cement/ 
but  the acts of love which ha l low them." There are a lso three excel lent  
and  very different poems by J udy  Dothard Sim mons; one,  lllinseed 
Oil and  Dreams," is especia l l y  charming. 
I n  editing Confirmation, the Barakas have fu l fil l ed a crucial need. 
The a nthology presents materia l by a l most every contemporary black 
wom a n  writer  wil l ing to contribute (except for Nikki Giova n ni, who 
was o mitted by the editors beca use of her trip to South Africa ) .  
Though I believe Amiri Baraka is right in  stating in his introd uction  
that i t  is more im portant for causes to  be  u nderstood tha n effects, his 
strict Marxist interpretation of the causes of the oppression of Afro­
America n women is too formu laic. The works in the vol u m e  d emon­
strate that the writers themselves perceive things as genera l ly more 
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com plex. As Adrienne Ingrum states it: "I must align my aesthetics/ 
with my reality." 
-Richard l. Herrnstadt 
Iowa State University 
Rebecca Ch ua. The Newspaper Editor and Other Stories. (Exeter, N H :  
Heinemann Ed ucational Books, Inc., 1982) 180 pp., $5.50. 
Over the past decade, Sinologists in the West have given much 
scho larly and critical attention to the study of contemporary Chinese 
fiction as prod uced by writers in the People's Republic of China and in 
Taiwan. In contrast, little  scholarly dialogue has concerned fictional 
works, in Chinese or in any other language, published by writers of 
Chinese parentage who live outside China or Taiwan and who are 
known as "overseas Chinese." (A single exception to this is, perhaps, 
the work of Maxine Hong Kingston . )  Engl ish language readers inter­
ested in contemporary Chinese literature wil l  thus welcome this col­
lection in English of fifteen short stories by the Chinese-Singaporean 
writer, Rebecca Chua. 
Each of these tales speaks for Ch ua's u n usual ability as a storyteller 
and as a master of the English language, just as each reveals her 
mu lticu ltural background and the facets of that background which 
she chooses to il l u minate. She presents themes used by many creative 
writers, including those of love, suicide, aging, and corru ption but the 
precision and vivid ness of her writing bring her readers reflections 
of h u man life which are sure to place her beyond the role of mere 
storytel ler. 
The world of Rebecca Ch ua's fiction embraces both an ancient, 
remote China and a materialistic, tech nological ly superior West. Per­
haps it is largely d ue to this bi-cu ltural concern of hers that the reader 
discovers the setting of many of Ch ua's stories to be u n mistakably 
contemporary, while the location of these stories is freq uently 
u nspecified or on ly  hinted at, although it is always urban. Her charac­
ters too, be they Lucy or Siew Kuan, Gloria or Ling, move in and out of 
the two spheres, the peren nial struggle of their search fer a balance 
between the two worlds serving as a major theme in her stories. 
Rebecca Chua is a keen, perceptive observer of the psychology of 
young women. Through her stories she identifies and sym pathizes 
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with a general  inability on  the part of h e r  characters to change their 
fate or  to su ccessfu l l y  cope with their problems, as in "Th e  Washer­
woman's Daughter/' "Vortices," The Pictu re," and "Second Thoughts." 
With ad mirable precision she Imocks the trivialities of the "weaker 
sex," th eir fol lies, their insensibilities, and perhaps their meek accep­
tance of being treated as p laythings ("But, Mum my, What Did Yo u Do 
Today?"). In the story, "What My Wife Reads in the Newspapers, and 
What I Read, Are Two Different Things," she contrasts with a m using 
irony the dissimilar concerns of man and woman. Several stories, such 
as "Suicide," "The  Picture," "Flowers Don't Last Very Lon g," and 
"Soliloquy" probe the intricate re lationship between the mechanical, 
materia listic existence led by many contemporary u rban dwel lers and 
the more basic inner  needs of  h u mans. Th rough the young heroines 
of these stories Ch ua laments the want of idealism and the cold un­
feelingness of modern h u manity . 
Wo man writers have always played an essential role in the fie ld of 
modern Chinese fictio n .  With the pub lication of this co l lection, stu­
dents of Chinese literature in the English-speaking world wil l now 
have a chance to sa mple the work of yet another woman whose 
literary concerns may differ slightly from those of the majority of her  
cou nterparts in  China or  Taiwan. 
-H ua-yuan Li Mowry 
Dartmouth Col lege 
Sebastian Clarke. jah Music:  The Evolution of th e Popular jamaica n 
Song. (Exeter, N H: Heinemann Educational Books, I nc., 1 982) ix, 
21 6 pp., $1 2. 50 paper. 
I n  jah Music, Sebastia n Clarke has offered a wealth of information 
on  ja maican po pu lar  music especially to this reader who, a ltho ugh a 
musician and  eth nomusico logist, knew very little about the popu lar 
music of jamaica previously.  Clarke has provided material on the roots 
and history of the music: the birth and development of Rastafarian­
ism, then the evol utio nary development of jamaican music, and  its 
three most powerfu l  exponents, Bob Marley, Peter Tosh, and B u n ny 
Wail er. There is also a chapter on the spoken word, which is the key to 
al l African-derived music. Whether articu lated by voice or by another 
instru ment, the word is the essence of al l  m usics which h ave spr u n g  
u p  i n  t h e  Western hemisp here with roots i n  Africa. T h e  boo k has a 
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very detailed index, directory of artists and discography, and is scrupu­
lously footnoted to support the author's conclusions. 
The essence of any popular music is its broad-based appeal. What­
ever territory it springs from , it has its roots in the masses. Clarke has a 
clear understanding of this in his descriptions of the people who make 
and produce music. He is knowledgeable about Rastafarianism and 
how Rastafarian ideas are found through out popular jamaican music. 
As an example, he gives verses of several pieces which use those words 
from the Bible Rastafarians believe are important in com municating 
their beliefs. In listening to the music I had always found it hard to 
understand the words and this material reinforced my knowledge on 
several different levels. The words of the popular music known as 
Reggae, which is a later evolutionary development, are extremely 
important in terms of the h istory, philosophical beliefs, and attitudes 
expressed towards Being. 
The strongest aspect of the book is Clarke's discussion of the cultural 
and environmental components which make up jamaican popular 
music. There are vivid descriptions of the incredible amount of vio­
lence which runs rampant in jamaica. This violence is part of the music 
because the words consistently speak to the conditions under which 
Jamaicans must live. He also has a profound awareness of the grada­
tion of social classes in jamaica which, as in so many other places in the 
world, is based on skin shade and color, and shows how this is part of 
the essence of the music. These points are important in the perception 
of how a music survives and flourishes in a country where many are 
poor and powerless. 
I am confused about the direction of the author's research. It is not 
clear whether the book is about popular music per se or whether it is 
primarily about the individuals who make up the music and their 
personality quirks. If it is about the latter, then the book is mis-titled. 
Althoug h Clarke does make statements about what the music sounds 
like and most of the time those statements are helpful, that informa­
tion was far overshadowed by discussion of who played with whom 
and who produced it. The first part of the book describes the different 
tribes that were brought into jamaica as slaves and also the indigenous 
inhabitants of the island. The author often mentions that "this" was of 
African origin, but what "this" is is not clear. Further, he gives a very 
derogatory description of the West African griot and never really 
explains why he makes that statement, leading one to believe that the 
only attitudes about griots are the ones he expresses. 
This book is about the characters, the producers, the promoters, 
and the million dollar hit sellers; the really important information is 
submerged under a" the descriptive material. In addition, there are 
several chapters which are collections of names, individuals, how they 
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were promoted ,  or  not promoted .  I a m  left with very m ixed feel i ngs 
about for whom,  other than n ovices, this book is i ntended. 
-Wi l l i am S. Cole 
Dartmouth Col lege 
Angela Y. Davis. Women, Race and Class. ( New York: Random House, 
1 981 ) 271 pp.,  $13.50. 
You won't fi nd her l isted in Notable A merican Women beside 
Frances E l l iott Davis who won E lea nor Roosevelt's admi ration  by chal­
leng ing  racia l  barriers to become the fi rst black n u rse enrol led by the 
American Red Cross. Nor  is this B lack Power activist fou nd before 
theatrical ed ucator Hol l ie  Mae Ferguson F l anagan,  encou raged by 
her a rtistic German  mother and  dynamic Scot p ioneer father to "set a 
stout heart to a steep hi l ls ide." But  A ngela Y. Davis deserves recogni­
t ion when this H arvard Press p u b l ication  goes i nto a secon d  pr i nti ng, 
because seldom i n  the history of America n justice has a cri m i n a l  cou rt 
heard a civi l l i bertar ian plea to "Free Angela" so forceably  expo u nded 
as i n  J u ne of 1 972. 
Born of school  teacher parents in B i rm ingto n,  Alaba ma, she cou ld  
read at  fou r, went to  Brandeis  Col lege, spent her  sophomore yea r i n  
Pa ris a n d  beca me caught u p  i n  the civ i l  r ights movement. Emotiona l l y  
d isturbed by the bombings  of  private homes i n  her fa mi l y's midd le­
class ne ighborhood, by the assass i nation  of Marti n luther K ing i n  
1968, she "lost the faith" a n d  joi ned the Com m u nist Party. 
She was fi red from her co l lege teachi ng position when she was 
accused of supplyi ng  weapons to the Jackson brothers which they 
used i n  a fata l escape attem pt from Soledad Prison .  She wrote that 
"George's [Jackson 's] d eath [was l i ke] a d i sc of steel deep i ns ide me, 
mag netica l l y  d rawi n g  towards it a l l  the e lements I needed to stay 
stron g  a n d  fi ght . . . .  " After months as a fugitive, she was caught and  
later acqu itted fo l lowing  a tr ia l  l asti ng  one month longer than a year. 
Her A utobiography was pu bl ished two years l ater in 1 974, and she was 
her Party's nomi nee for Vice-Pres ident when a fe l low Southerner was 
elected to promote human ri ghts. She now teaches ethnic stud ies i n  
San Francisco. 
Her new book Women, Race and Class gives fresh i nsights i nto the 
fem i n ist cause of a century ago d ur ing  which whites and b lacks u n ited 
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to fight lynching and voting injustices. Angela contends that contem­
porary feminists are failing because they are repeating the same 
mistakes their sisters made. 
Her scholarship is subjective and militant; overkill is a frequent 
problem in an otherwise well-researched historical analysis of why 
and how the goals of middle and lower class women will continue to 
differ. But Angela may be right in asking, "how can whites understand 
the humiliation of women used as breeders, of slaves unable to pre­
vent their mulatto sons from being sold and never seen again? "  Even 
Eliza's gentle Christian morality in Harriet Beecher Stowe's best seller 
is not what made mothers defend their children. Instead their pas­
sionate abhorrence of slavery made some like Margaret Garner kill. So 
Angela concludes that blacks, not whites, should tell their own story. 
Women, Race and Class is such a primary source, although she 
appreciates Gutman's scholarly assertion that the black family was 
strengthened not weakened by the rigors of servitude. 
Her contributions should be acknowledged in contemporary 
encyclopedias, and her vehement assertions about American political 
history, feminism, Marxism and racism should be expressed freely. 
A visiting scientist-scholar from Leningrad once compared Angela's 
protests with that of Solzhenitsyn, to which this reviewer responded 
that the comparison is not valid. "Your dissident critic, forced into 
involuntary exile from his beloved Mother Russia, is now a non­
person, while this Marxist is permitted to teach, criticize and publish 
her condemnation of America's injustices. " 
- Edith Blicksilver 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
lee Edgell. Beka Lamb (London : The Chaucer Press. Distributed by 
Heinemann Educational Books, Inc., Exeter, NH; 1982) 171 pp., $2.95. 
Formerly called British Honduras, Belize, an emerging third world 
country, second smallest in Central America, originally became a part 
of the British Empire because its coast gave sanctuary to British sailors 
and pirates. But a thousand years or so before, the land formed a small 
part of the mighty Mayar civilization. A dozen or more sites-Mayan 
centers-have been discovered in Belize and have offered up their 
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pyramids and  a rtifacts as si lent testimony to the past. Becoming fu l l y  
self-govern ing  i n  1 964, the cou ntry continues to experience various 
power struggles; Guatemala  c la i ms Bel ize si nce, according  to its 
doctr ine,  a provi nce which successfu l ly  revolts against a colon ia l  
power i nherits a l l  the ri ghts and  boundaries claimed by the co lonist 
power. Hence both Mexico and  Guatemala ,  as successfu l  revo lters 
agai nst the Spa nish, could lay c laim to Be lize. Moreover, the i nhabit­
ants of Be lize represent many dispa rate loya lties: the B lack Cari bs, 
descendants of West Afr icans and  the Red Cari bs; Maya n India ns; 
Creoles and  Africa ns; Mestizos, Maya Indian  and Spanish mixed 
bloods; East India ns; Syria n  and  Lebanese; Chinese; North America ns 
and Eu ropea ns. 
Cogn izant  sure ly  of a l l  that Be l ize is, Zee Edge l l ,  herself a Belizean,  
has ostensibly g iven us a sim ple,  local color novel to recou nt l i fe as  i t  is  
experienced in present day Be l ize. Native customs, myths, and d ia lect 
provide the fra me on which the wea kn esses, tr i u m phs and  sorrows of 
a you ng girl ha ng exposed.  Although a bril l i a nt metaphor occasiona l ly  
adds d i mension,  we are not rea l l y  encou raged to read this novel 
sym bol ica l l y  even with the juxtaposition ing  of the demise of the old 
way, in  the death of Great Gra n d mother Stra ker, agai nst assimilation,  
in the death of  the student Toycie. 
The nove l portrays a pri mari ly matriarchal society, except that fi na l  
decisions, fi na l  petitions, fina l  action,  i nsight a n d  wisd om reside in the 
man,  Mr. or tlDaddy" Bi l l  La mb .  Thus i n  essence fema les are tlfu l l  of 
sou n d  and fury signifyin g  nothing." 
Sti l l ,  i n  part, it remai ns a woma n's story; male  authors do not rea l l y  
k now menstruatio n or  a woma n's l i bido, which appa rently o n l y  a 
female author can or  w i l l  dea l  with. Yet the treatment of i l l icit sex and  
su bsequent pregna ncy cou l d  as easi ly  have been writte n by a male,  
e m phasizi ng, as Edge l l  does, the moral  issue and  the ostracism of the 
fema le. Although as a wo man Edge l l  may i n itia l l y  a ppear more 
em pathetic, the u n m arried creole Toycie does lapse i nto insan ity and 
pre mature d eath, while the Span ish Emil io u ndergoes no pai n of 
castigati ng  remorse. Nevertheless Toycie's p l ight d oes not suggest 
that a real sti gma exists so far as the other Creoles a re concerned. 
Fina l ly ,  even though B eka Lamb is written by a woman the attitudes 
a n d  va l u es re ma in  traditi ona l ;  that is, ma les are cast i n  the decision 
mak ing  and  problem solvi n g  roles whi le females have the powerless 
. roles. This is not a femi nist nove l .  
We are  presented with the i nitiation theme, a sort of  rites-of­
passage situ ation ,  l a id  i n  Be l ize; we witness the apparent protagonist 
u ndergoing cha nge, that of moving  from childhood into woma nhood, 
of confronting la rger issues. Beka La mb, non-productive rebel in an  
educationa l  system geared to Eng lish mores, overco mes her pencha nt 
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for lying and directs her responses to life, placing death in its proper 
perspective and assuming responsibility for her own progress. Having 
won the prize for her writing and having at last fulfilled her wake for 
Toycie, she will accept her place in a society influenced by the British, 
but with a people who are uniting "to build a nation" and learning 
about that country-its flora and fauna-its essence. 
During the unraveling of Beka's story, we have been exposed 
peripherally to political, mythical, social, racial, and religious issues. 
Howevpr, while the novelist brushes many issues none are fully 
realized. The conflict between the native culture, Gran and the P. I.P. 
versus Daddy Bill and moderation, fizzles out. Describing the town, 
Edgell tells us that, "It was a relatively tolerant town where at least six 
races with their roots in other districts of the country, in Africa, the 
West Indies, Central America, Europe, North America, Asia, and other 
places, lived in a kind of harmony." Yet the book itself reveals harsh 
lines of racial demarcation, with the Creoles living below poverty 
level. 
Although the tension between local beliefs and the Catholic church 
never becomes a clear cut issue, it has generated unrest in the people. 
For example, when the issue of Toycie's pregnancy clashes with the 
Church's moral stance, Daddy Bill shows that justice demands that 
Toycie be permitted to graduate. In the minds of the people, right is 
on Toycie's side yet the Church prevails; Toycie is expelled, and is 
later killed in the fierce hurricane that ravages Belize. Through it all, 
our sympathies are with Toycie, love's victim, and we wish that 
somehow the author had been willing to take a more severe stance. 
The strength of this novel lies in its realistic treatment of a country 
little known to the vast majority of English-speaking peoples. While 
we cannot argue with the author's vision, we can wish that a more 
aggressive theme had prevailed and that bits of folklore and Belizean 
life had been more carefully woven into the story. 
10  
- LaVerne Gonzalez 
San Jose State University 
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L loyd Fernando,  ed .  Malaysian Short Stories. (Exeter,  N H :  He i neman n  
Ed ucationa l  Books, I nc. ,  1982) xvi i ,  302 pp., $8.00. 
K.S. Man iam.  The Return. ( Exeter, N H: He inema n n  Ed ucationa l  
Books, I nc.,  1981) 185 pp.,  $7.00. 
Wong Meng Voon. Glimpses of the Past. ( Exeter, N H: Hei neman n  
Educationa l  Books, I nc., 1981) v i i ,  156 pp. ,  $5.00. 
These three books of f ictio n  are set i n  the m u lti l i ngua l  and  
mu ltiracia l  context of  Si n ga pore and  Malaysia, two Southeast Asian  
nati ons once part of the Br itish Empi re a n d  n ow a reg ion  peopled by a 
volati l e  mix  of i n d i ge nous Ma lays ( roughly 45%) and  i mmigrant 
Chi nese (43%), I nd i a ns (10%), and Europeans (0.4%). Reflecti n g  the 
d iversity of this reg ion,  one book is a short story anthol ogy by a 
Chi nese (Wong), a nother a novel by a n  I nd ian  (Man iam), and  the 
thi rd a col lection  of stor ies ed ited by a n  Eu rasian  ( Ferna ndo). A l l  three 
books have some aston i shi ng  strengths and some u nfortunate lapses, 
with Man iam's be ing the m ost susta i ned effort a nd Fernando's the 
most generous samp l ing  from these societies. 
Wong's Glimpses of the Past col lects ten stor ies of the 1950s and 
1960s by one of Si n ga pore's best known writers i n  Chi nese. Wong (a  
Ph. D. f rom the U n iversity of  Washi ngton) has hi mself rendered these 
stor ies i nto Eng l ish, for the most part without mishap. There are, 
however, momentary i nfel icities. For i nsta nce, IIrevise" is used (p.  84) 
when review is  o bvious ly  meant, and  mung bean must be i ntended 
where Wong says a facia l  mole is the size of a IIgreen bean" (p.  4). 
Neverthel ess, his stor ies a re exce l lent exa m ples of a socia l  rea l ism 
ti n ged with pathos, a nd the best of them a re rendered poignant by a 
gentle i ro n y  pointed at societa l a nd human foi b les. They present us 
with a generous panora ma of Malaysia n  and S ingaporean l i fe: the 
addicti ng  effects of ga m b l i n g  (liThe Mahjong Prod igy"), the ideal ized 
fr iendshi p between Malay a nd Chi nese workers which tra nsce nds 
race and rel ig ion (II Eight Hours i n  a Sewer"), the waste and  exploitation  
of  women (IiWhen I see H u i  Lan  Aga in ," IIE lder Sister Kuei-Y i ng"), the 
cal lousness of the moneyed class (IiBy the Traffic L ight"). 
L loyd Fernando's edition of Malaysian Short Stories ( i ncl ud i ng 
several  Si nga porean ones) is of  even wider  scope and  var iety, for they 
comprise twenty tales by e ight writers of d iverse ethnic origi ns. Shi r ley 
L im,  a S inga po re Chi nese (who is a lso an accompl ished poet now 
teachi ng  at Valha l la ,  N . Y.), is  represented by two touchi ng  a nd 
sensitive stor ies a bout chi l d re n  d iscover ing  ethnic and  generationa l  
d ifference; i ndeed, L im's liOn Christmas Day  i n  the Morni ng" and 
liThe Tou r ing  Company" have the psychologica l  d eftness and  styl istic 
de l icacy of a Katheri ne Ma nsf ie ld ta le. Another Si nga porea n,  Ste l la  
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Kon, acutely probes the political conformism of the present generation 
of her country's children ("The Scholarship"), while the Malaysian 
Pretam Kaur tells a forthright tale of boyish disappointment in 
"Pasang" (the Malay equivalent of being "it" in games). K.S. Maniam 
attempts to capture (somewhat inconsistently) the speech rhythms of 
the Indian immigrant in "Ratnamuni," a gripping account of the 
psychology and dignity of a laborer who is also a spiritual medium. 
John Machado, an Eurasian, brings off a brilliant piece of narration in 
"No Visitors Allowed," where his sullen narrator seems to have 
materialized from a Philip Larkin poem. Machado's "Rain, Rain," set 
during the anti-White riots in India, is also stylistically accomplished, 
leaving us uneasy about the domineering attitude of the Eurasian 
protagonist towards his Indian servant-friend. 
Indeed, as a whole, Fernando has brought together an excellent 
sampling of stories from his region. I am, however, taken aback by a 
lack of editorial vigilance, for I know Fernando to be a meticulous 
scholar. There are misspellings like "occasion" (p. 31) and "kerosine" 
(p. 34), solecisms like "she laid down on the ... floor" (p. 201), and far 
too many typographical errors. These stories deserved better. 
It is difficult to overstate the good qualities of Maniam's novel The 
Return. Its subject is an immigrant family taking root in the alien soil of 
its adopted country. Specifically, this theme is woven through three 
generations of an Indian family transplanted to a Malaysian village. 
The point of view is located in the protagonist-narrator, a boy growing 
to manhood during the 1950s and 1960s, the years when Malaysia itself 
was growing into nationhood after a century of the British Raj. The 
grandmother represents the first generation, and her attachment to 
the native past acting against her attraction to the new country is 
sketched in poetically rhythmic prose, intensely felt images, and 
controlled nostalgia. The next generation, the boy's eccentric, brutal, 
and stubborn father, is a pathetic mix of success and defeat in his 
efforts to assimilate. The third generation is the boy himself, a 
thoroughly engaging character who rises from menial poverty to 
genteel prosperity by a combination of hard work and natural ability. 
There are several outstanding episodes as Maniam maps the boy's 
progress, in particular, the symbolic and impressionistic chapters 
depicting the boy's relationship with the English woman who was his 
teacher. The psychological and material struggle between the in­
creasingly better educated boy and his unlettered father vitalizes the 
latter portions of the novel which, as a piece of writing, is well 
wrought. Only one factor prevents unqualified praise. This is the lack 
of irony with which Maniam portrays the new Malaysian values of his 
protagonist, values too much nourished by Western materialism and 
too little cognizant of Asian spirituality. 
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I n  su m, a l l  three books are wel l  worth the whi le of America ns 
i nterested in a reg ion k n ow n  as the melt i ng  pot of Asia .  Perhaps K.S. 
Maniam's The Return wi l l  prove most rewardi n g  for readers i nterested 
i n  i mmigrant and  ethn ic l i teratu re, b ut the other two a nthologies, 
especia l ly  Professor Fernando's, shou l d  by n o  means be overlooked . 
-co Lok Chua 
Moorhead State U n iversity 
J i mmie Lewis F ra n k l i n .  Journey Toward Hope: A History of Blacks in 
Oklahoma.  ( Norma n: U n iversity of Oklahoma Press, 1 982) 256 pp., 
$14.95. 
Journey Toward Hope is a welcome vol u me on b lacks west of the 
Mississipp i .  The author has effectively demonstrated how Okla homa's 
geography, between the West a nd the South, was responsi ble for its 
segregated development; wh ite Okla homans chose the racia l  cus­
toms, pol icies, and  i nst itut ions of the Deep South to Itkeep Blacks i n  
thei r place." 
W h i le the book is not the fi na l  word on b lack Oklahoma ns, F ra n k­
l i n's presentation provides a portra it  of Oklahoma wh ich few people 
beyond its bou nda ries u n derstan d .  The author notes that he had 
p lan ned to synthesize existing scholar ly  works about the black expe­
rience i n  Oklahoma from statehood to the present but he fou nd that 
there were few existing works and what shou ld  h ave been a short 
project beca me a long-term u n dertak ing  with many specia l problems. 
Fra n kl i n  is  to be congratu lated for taking the time to construct th is  
history. I t  is  the hope of th is  reviewer that eth n i c  scholars of a l l  i l ks w i l l  
read the book for its spi rit as  wel l as  the content. 
"Blacks in Prestatehood Oklaho ma" (pp. 3-33) is the weakest chap­
ter of Journey Toward Hope. The author argues the posit ions of 
various historians concer n i n g  the issue of slavery i n  I nd ian  Territory 
rather than  show i n g  t h at sl avery means "not free." I n  add it ion, F rank­
l i n's d iscussions do not make clear the n ature of the relationship 
between Oklahoma Territory and I nd ian  Territory and how t hey 
were consolidated to form a si ng le state of the Union. This is no mi nor 
criticism, because many b lacks had migrated to Okl ahoma and Ind ian  
territories to  fu l f i l l  their  d rea m-q uests. I n  one sense, the  chronology 
outweighs the message. 
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Franklin has, nonetheless, taken a giant-step in providing informa­
tion about blacks on the frontier. He clearly shows how the oppres­
sion of blacks in Oklahoma was as violent as that in the Deep South: 
lynchings, Ku Klux Klan terrorism, social and economic segregation, 
and disenfranchisement defined their lot. Franklin argues th�t "eco­
nomic discrimination may have been more of a cornerstone of Jim 
Crow than the mere separation of the races" (p. 86); thousands of 
blacks were forced from their lands by whites in the early years of 
statehood. Those who left rural areas hoped for economic betterment 
in an urban environment, but were in fact relegated to the lowest­
paying jobs. Present day equal opportunity programs have still not 
completely undone the effects of past discrimination in Oklahoma 
City or Tulsa, or in other cities in the state (p. 94). 
As subsequent scholars investigate the black experience in Okla­
homa, they will find many leads. Franklin has touched on personal­
ities, fraternal orders, churches, the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), newspapers, politics, 
general perceptions, and a host of other qualities which distinguish a 
people in a hostile social environment. In Journey Toward Hope, the 
author does indeed leave the reader with a sense of hope for blacks; it 
is an excellent vehicle for visiting blacks at the crossroads of America. 
- Charles C. Irby 
California State Polytechnic 
University, Pomona 
Ricardo L. Garcia. Teaching in a Pluralistic Society Concepts, Models, 
Strategies . (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1982) xiv, 209 pp., 
$14.25. 
Donna M. Gollnick and Philip C. Chinn. Multicultural Education in a 
Pluralistic Society. (St. Louis: The C.V. Mosby Company, 1983) xiv, 
332 pp., $12.95. 
Americans live in a pluralistic society populated by persons of 
different ethnic backgrounds, languages, socio-economic levels, and 
religious beliefs. Within our society other personal characteristics are 
also evident, e.g., age, sex, physical and mental abilities. Too often 
value-laden, distorted messages and images are conveyed about 
those who are not viewed as being members of mainstream America. 
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Prejud ice becomes man ifest and  stereotypic m isi nformation is used to 
formulate major decisions affecti ng the l ives of huma n bei ngs. 
One cha l lenge faci ng  educators today is to prepare you ng people 
to l ive and work with each other in a democratic society, and to hel p 
them develop a positive recogn itio n  of the contri butions of many 
gro u ps in  estab l ishi ng the va l ues of  that society. Diversity needs to  be 
recognized as a strength rather than considered a l i ab i l ity. 
These i ntrod uctory texts attem pt to a id  both preservice teacher 
ca n d idates and  exper ienced teachers to become i nformed about 
var ious aspects of United States cu lture and other cu ltural  gro u ps as 
wel l .  The texts a rgue  that k nowledge a n d  u ndersta nd i ng of cu ltu ral 
re lativism is i mporta nt; the generation of m u lticu ltu ra l  com petencies 
becomes i m perative. A carefu l  read ing  of the mater ia l  shou ld foster i n  
educators a greater sensitivity to a l l  students attend ing  our  schools. 
Garcia, a facu lty member of the Un iversity of Utah, d ivided his book 
i nto three parts. I n  part one,  Garcia identif ies key socia l  science 
concepts re lated to cu ltura l  p l u ra l ism, e.g. ethnocentrism, racism, 
stereotyp ing, assi m i lation ,  a nd cu lture, a nd d iscusses them at some 
length withi n the context of Un ited States history. Garcia bel ieves 
teachers must have more tha n a su perfic ia l  u ndersta n d i n g  of these 
concepts to provide equa l  ed ucationa l  opportu n ities for a l l  students. 
The secon d  part d escri bes histor ica l ly, conceptua l ly, and practica l l y  
two i nstructiona l  models (ethnic stud ies a n d  b i l i ngua l  ed ucation )  and  
two strategies (hu man ri ghts and  i ntergrou p  relations) for use i n  the 
classroom .  As mea ns of faci l i tati ng  awareness, Garcia u rges thei r  use 
with a l l  stud ents rather tha n with m i nority students a lone.  The thi rd 
part of the text provides exa mples of crit ical thi n ki ng and  role playi ng  
activities through which partic ipants ga i n  i nsights i nto issues related 
to teachi ng  i n  a p l u ra l istic society. Depe n d i ng upon the grade or 
a b i l ity level  of the stu dents, some of these exercises cou ld  be adapted 
for classroom use. 
Gol l n ick, a staff associate for the America n Association  of Col leges 
for Teacher Ed ucation, and  Chi n n ,  a specia l  assista nt on m inority 
concerns a nd development for the Counci l  for Exceptiona l  Chi ldren,  
a lso cou ld  have d ivided the i r  text i nto three components. They beg in  
with a n  exce l l ent overview of  cu ltu re and p l u ra l ism so that teachers 
can d raw u pon  the d iverse backgrou nds of the i r  students to create 
effective i nstructiona l strategies. The next six cha pters treat in some 
deta i l  e lements of the Un ited States micro-cu ltures: ethnicity, re l ig ion,  
languages, socio-economic status, sex and gender, age, and exception­
a l ity. The f ina l  cha pter suggests several  ways to promote m u lticu ltura l  
education through cu rricu l u m  development, selection of  materia ls, 
and  by modifyi n g  teacher behavior and  the school environ ment. 
Both books i nc lude curre nt a n d  usef u l  i nformation which may not 
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have been available previously in one source and also list references, 
suggested readings, and notes at the end of each chapter. Colleges 
and universities, school districts, and those responsible for conducting 
staff development programs related to multicultural education should 
include these books in their libraries. 
-Margaret A. Laughlin 
University of Wisconsin-Green Bay 
james Lafayette Glenn. My Work among the Florida Seminoles. Edited 
with an Introduction by Henry A. Kersey, jr. (Orlando: University 
Presses of Florida, 1982) xiii, 121 pp., $12.00. 
james Lafayette Glenn's My Work among the Florida Seminoles is a 
memoir of his five-year tenure (1931-35) as United States agent to the 
Seminoles. Written in the mid-1940s as a long letter to his daughter, 
this document remained unpublished in the manuscript holdings of 
the Fort Lauderdale Historical Society until it was discovered and 
edited by Harry A. Kersey, the leading student of recent Seminole 
history. 
A minister in Everglades City, Florida, Glenn had been well 
acquainted with the Seminoles before his appointment to their agency. 
With a clear idea of their needs, he set out to improve the housing, 
health care and educational facilities at the Dania Reservation. He 
launched a much-needed relief program for sick and indigent 
Seminoles, and he vigorously attacked the booming traffic in bootleg 
whiskey. Though he recognized that the economic problems of 
depression-era Seminoles were extreme, Glenn resented the exploita­
tion of Seminole "local color" by the Florida tourist industry. 
Denouncing this kind of economic development as "professional 
freakism" (p. 106), Glenn fought both local and national interests to 
help the Seminoles acquire a land base. Under his guidance the Florida 
Seminoles built the beginnings of a reservation territory, put together 
a herd of cattle, and acquired skills in operating heavy machinery for 
large-scale farming. 
The tourist industry, various real estate interests, "hobbiest uplifters" 
from Miami, and other enemies filled the press with criticisms of 
Glenn's work. And Glenn had criticisms of his own: Commissioner 
of Indian Affairs John Collier, architect of the New Deal's "self­
determination" Indian policy, was, in Glenn's view, "basically and 
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fundamentally a pagan-a lover of life in the raw. He romanticizes and 
idealizes the primitive and jungle life. He would exterminate progress 
and throw 'its whole blooming works out.' The days of the tepee, the 
tomahawk, war paint and war bonnets belonged to the childhood of 
the Indian race. If they want to be 'people too,' they have got to play a 
different role in this mighty commonwealth" (p. 111). This opinion of 
Collier and his policies got Glenn fired. 
Though sharply stated, Glenn's views are hard to catagorize. Unlike 
many Christian ministers, he did not criticize Seminole religious 
beliefs or social customs and he made no effort to force the people to 
conform to a rigid set of Anglo-American Protestant values. At the 
same time, as his remarks on Collier show, he firmly believed that the 
Seminoles should be educated to contemporary America and assimi­
lated into its society. He had no patience with those whose romanti­
cized notions kept alive the "noble savage" theme. If the Seminoles 
were not savage, there was also little in their life that was noble, he 
believed. A hard head as well as a reformer, Glenn was something of a 
classic New Dealer, mixing short term economic and social relief with 
long term economic development. His goal, it seems, was to help the 
Seminoles survive and "mature" into a fully participating part of the 
Nation's population. 
Glenn's memoir gives us a fascinating insider's perspective on the 
New Deal Indian Bureau. It also provides an unromaticized view of 
Seminole life during the depression-a view greatly enhanced by the 
sixty photographs that accompany the text. Shot by Glenn, an amateur 
photographer, these pictures are the documentary backbone of the 
memoir. They, along with Glenn's text and Kersey's editorial intro­
duction and notes, add up to a valuable and unique contribution to 
Seminole history. 
- Michael D. Green 
Dartmouth College 
Elsa V. Goveia. A Study on the His toriography of the British West 
Indies, to the End of the Nineteenth Century. (Washington, D.C.: 
Howard University Press, 1956, 1980) 181 pp., $8.95 paper. 
This is an extremely learned work. published originally by the Pan 
American Institute of History and Geography in 1956 and recen�ly 
reprinted in paperback by Howard Press, A Study on the Historio-
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graphy of the Brit ish West Indies discusses almost seventy-five, often 
multi-volume works published between 1530 and 1898. This material 
includes works published in English, French, Spanish and Dutch. As 
the author points out, many of these volumes were originally 
composed by gifted amateurs who wrote with polemical purposes. 
The historiography of the British West Indies is a minefield of 
controversies about fundamental human questions which are exem­
plified in a distinctive locale. 
Elsa V. Goveia, a native of British Guiana, served as professor of 
history at the University College of the West Indies in Jamaica from 
1950 until her death in 1980. Her other works included Slave Society in 
the British Leeward Islands at the End of the Eighteenth Century, a 
classic study for which this historiographical essay may be said to be a 
prologue. Much of the history of the West Indies has been the history 
of race relations and slavery. Many of the writers whose books Goveia 
analyzes here included slavery at the center of their concerns, even 
though their ostensible purpose was to write about the relation of the 
colonial economics to the imperial government or to examine the 
differences between Spanish and British approaches to the New 
World. Written in these volumes, as Goveia explains, is the story of 
intellectual battles between defenders of slavery, Enlightenment 
humanists, and the nineteenth century humanitarians whose agitation 
ultimately doomed British colonial slavery just a generation before 
the American Civil War. 
What use does this work have for the scholar and lay reader? For the 
scholar, it is an unsurpassed survey and characterization of the 
historical literature, one which foreshadows and gives background to 
such recent studies as those of Richard S. Dunn, David Biron Davis, 
and Orlando Patterson. For the lay reader, this book is an interesting, 
perceptive case study of the influences of the times upon the writer. In 
her analysis, Goveia is always fair but rarely pulls punches. Her own 
allegiance is clear. As she remarks in one passage, "It cannot be without 
significance that those writers who have most nearly succeeded in 
their task are also those who have combined a consciousness of the 
relativity of human institutions and opinions with a conviction of the 
essential likeness of men " (p. 170). It is perhaps no accident that this 
volume was published in the same year as Kenneth M. Stampp's The 
Peculiar Institution argued the same point about North American 
slavery. 
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University of Minnesota, Morris 
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joy Hendry. Marriage in Changing Japan: Community and Society. 
(New York: St. Marti n 's Press, 1981) 274 pp., $25.00. 
joy Hendry uses a socia l  anthropological exami nat ion of one  
com m u n ity, the vi l l age of  Kurotsuchi on  southerly Kyushu Island,  to 
i l l u mi nate the pivotal ro le  of marriage in japanese society. Marriage 
from pre-Meiji t i mes to the present, she poi nts o ut, has been crucia l  to 
the cont inuat ion of the ie, that u n ion of the genea logica l  fa mily and  
household/property. Marriage establishes the house head as  an  
i ntegra l mem ber of  the v i l lage associat ions for governance, tax 
collect ion,  care of the shr ines, road bu i ld i ng,  and  m utual a id .  
Moreover, it bri ngs together Shi ntoism and Buddhism i n  a harmonious 
blend ing  of rituals concern ing  birth and death. 
N otwithstan d i ng i ts cont i n u ed i mportant tradit ional fu nctions, 
marriage is, as Hendry so poi ntedly demonstrates, u ndergo i n g  con­
siderab le  chan ge. The one-ti me samurai fa mi l y  system, with its 
o bedience-centered Confucian values ( i nclu d i n g  marriages arran ged 
without the spouses even see ing  one  another),  gave way to the miai 
marriage (where the husba n d  a n d  wife were allowed · m i n i ma l  
i nteract ion to  est i mate each other's merits) and,  to  a lesser extent, i n  
more recent t imes t o  the ren'ai or "love" marriage. I mprovements i n  
the status of women have occurred.  The wife can n o  longer b e  k i l led 
for adu ltery, nor need she resort to a convent or the su pposed magical 
powers of a "d ivorce nett le  tree" to win freedom from her husband .  
Today, she has legal recourse if maltreated by her spouse. Parental 
consent  for marriage is no longer necessary by law. Personal choice, i n  
samurai terms, a "d isru ptive act, rebell ious agai nst both fami ly  and  
nat ion ," won legit i macy i n  post-war japan.  joy Hendry details these 
developments both i n  Kurotsuchi and  the japanese nat ion .  Her 
chapter on  "The H istorical Context," a lthou gh brief, is the best 
available exposit ion of those changes. 
Marriage in Changing Japan is more than a mere treatment of 
marriage ceremony and changes. It is a fi ne  anthropological description  
of  many aspects of  Kurotsuchi life-economic, educative, govern­
mental,  rel ig ious, ritualist ic-a liv ing  chronicle of a people's expecta­
t ions, cooperation,  and  modes of existence. \tVithi n the household, 
Hendry luci d ly d escri bes the paterna l ism of fa milial authority, bath­
taki ng, eat ing  arran gements, and leisure-t ime activit ies. Relat ionshi ps 
between parents and  children, si bli ngs, husba nds and wives, and  
spouses and  i n-laws are all exami ned.  Hendry has an  eye for i ntricate 
detail  but usua lly avo ids excess. Her con ciseness and  well-orga n ized 
style make this work an exa m ple which other anthropologists and 
ethnohistorians might do  well to  i m itate. 
Hendry's generally com prehensive view is not without l i m itat ion,  
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however. Her examination of the reasons for choice of a specific 
spouse do not deal much with class or kinship concerns. These seem 
to be at least as important, if not more so, than the factors she does 
enumerate, which include the avoidance of burakumin (social pariahs), 
care for personal health of spouse, property considerations, the age of 
the bride, and religion. The non-specialist in Japanese studies may 
also find her use of no fewer than 200 Japanese words and concepts 
rather hard to follow. She makes some allowance for this by including 
a glossary of terms in the appendices, but the appearance of several 
unfamiliar words in the same sentence can occasionally prove 
problematic. These criticisms do not seriously detract from the 
meaning and clarity of her work; there is no doubt this book will 
prove a vibrant example for future researchers. 
- Lyle Koehler 
University of Cincinnati 
Virginia Huffer. The Sweetness of the Fig: A boriginal Women in 
Transition.  (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1980) x, 166 pp., 
$15.00. 
During 1970 and 1973, University of Maryland professor of psychiatry 
Virginia Huffer spent some time with the women of the Lardil and 
Kaiadilt tribes who live on Mornington Island in northern Australia's 
Gulf of Carpenteria. Forced to accommodate increasingly to Western 
ways, these women struggle to maintain traditional linkages while 
they undergo modern change. This conflict between the past and the 
future, as well as the everyday realities of their existence, are 
presented through Huffer's psychobiographical lens, primarily 
through the intervention and words of her chief informant, Elsie 
Roughsey, a "cooperative, friendly, generous, and intelligent" Lardil 
woman who is, in aboriginal terms, a "good yarner." Elsie's tribal 
name-Labbarnor-"sweetness of the fig"-gives tne book its title. 
The work is essentially Elsie's statements mixed with descriptive and 
analytical observations by the author and short treatments of inter­
views with nine older Lardil women, seven younger (teens through 
twenties) Lardil women, and seven Kaiadilt women. 
Lardil children had been brought to Mornington Island in the 1920s 
to be educated by white missionaries. Other Lardil continued to exist 
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on the edges of white main land society (indeed, 1 0% of the you n ger 
women had Aussie fathers). Thus, the lardil had considerable contact 
with Western  society. The Kaiadilt had not been su bjected to a 
systematic missionary effort. They did not come to Mornington u ntil 
1948, after "inter-hordal" warfare o n  their isolated Be ntinck Is land 
hao so d ecimated their n u m bers that they too were moved to the 
larger island .  The Kaiadilt were (and are) a paleolithic people who, as 
late as 1 970, l ived in brush shelters, had a limited k nowledge of 
English, and maintained aboriginal marriage patterns. The Kaiadilt 
remained aloof from H u ffer and their lardil n eighbors, who con­
sidered them "wild," "without shame," and even capable of smearing 
d u ng on themselves. H u ffer was somewhat more successfu l  in tal king 
with the you n ger lardil women,  althou gh here too the contact was 
perfu nctory. On ly  with the lardil women in her own age grou p ( late 
thirties to fifties) was she able to make thorough contact, especia l ly  
with Elsie Roughsey. 
H u ffer's work, then,  is naggingly  incomplete, even though she does 
give the reader a vivid pictu re of Elsie's perceptions. On a lesser  scale, 
Elsie's mid d le-aged conte m poraries also express the mselves, u rged to 
participate, perhaps by E lsie's example, perhaps by H uffer's refusal to 
pub lish any material that the women might  not want in print. The 
interviews make clear that despite changed courtship and marriage 
patterns, life in e lectrified dwel l ings, cotton d resses, the introd uction 
of a money eco nomy, and new forms of e m ployment, these lardil 
women stil l genera l ly  be lieve in "wrong-head" vs. "right-head" 
marriages as wel l  as sorcery, prophetic d reams, traditio nal song  and 
dance cere mo nies, ma/gri (an i l l ness resu lting from having the smel l  
of land food on  one's hand whe n one goes into the sea), and mad ness 
being caused by a lack of sex .  They expressed mixed feelings about the 
Aussies, viewing the m on  the one hand as protectors, teachers, and 
persons who brought about a fu l ler  participation of aboriginal women 
in vil lage re ligious and political life, but on  the other hand ad mitting 
that "the white man came to take away a l l  our good laws and customs 
and put in their poor stuff." 
H u ffer realizes that lardil women vary in their attach ment to and 
evaluation of specific aspects of traditional and gives them an 
individ uality often missing in anthropological works. 
She  has difficu lty, h owever, in assessing  the experien ces and 
perceptions of the you nger lardil and a l l  Kaiadilt women.  We learn, 
for exam ple, that the you nger Kaiadilt "feared being discriminated 
against," but the reader is given o n l y  a frag mentary sense of how the 
discrimination operates. We hear of wife ab use, ad u ltery, gambling, 
dru n ken ness, widespread i l legitimacy, and intergenerational friction .  
Some, if not a l l, o f  these appear sym ptomatic of  societal breakdown 
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but viewed against the vibrancy of Elsie's responses, the reality of such 
social tensions is obscurred. for an authentic understanding of these 
aboriginal women, we need to know what the younger Lardil feel 
about their own sexual promiscuity and the illegitimacy of their 
children in comparison to the older generation. And why did the 
Kaiadilt treat Huffer with "a passive type of hostile avoidance? "  Was it 
simply "social distance," as she maintains, or was it that she, as a white 
woman prying into their lives, represented an intrusive force? The fact 
that the Kaiadilt and younger Lardil were well aware that Huffer was 
friendly with the older Lardil, with whom relations were rather tense, 
and that Huffer probed her interviewees about sexual intimacy may 
well have limited the extent to which they would share information. 
They could not assert as freely as Elsie, " I  have nothing to be ashamed 
of." Entering into the lives of people who are culturally different from 
the investigator is the anthropologist's perennial problem which 
Virginia Huffer has not been able to surmount. Nevertheless, Huffer 
does give us a good treatment of one informant and, notwithstanding 
its serious shortcomings, her work is important. Too often, Third 
World women have been denied any voice at all. 
-Lyle Koehler 
University of Cincinnati 
Leo Kanowitz. Equal Rights: The Male Stake. (Albuquerque: University 
of New Mexico Press, 1981) viii, 153 pp., $19.95, $9.95 paper. 
Although it may be true that the equal rights movement for women 
will result in freeing both women and men from social and legal 
restrictions (and, in fact, it may be a rather convincing practical politi­
cal argument), as a feminist, I find a book that supports these rights for 
women on the basis of reciprocally increased rights for men suspect. It 
reminds me of Thomas Jefferson arguing, in Notes on Virgin ia, against 
the continuation of slavery because of its debilitating moral effects on 
owners and their families. Leo Kanowitz, professor of law at the 
University of California, Hastings College of the Law, and author of 
other books on women and the law, makes such an argument in this 
collection of eight essays, most of which have been previously 
published elsewhere (from 1 972 to 1981). 
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Three of the essays specifica"l Iy i nvolve d iscuss ion of the Equa l  
Rights Amend ment, a topic not yet ready for the j u n k  p i le  si nce the 
a mend ment has been rei ntrodu ced i nto Congressio nal Committees 
and wi l l  su rely yet prov ide a for u m  for nat ional debate i n  the next 
months and  years. Ka nowitz's legal assessments of the ERA's d esi ra­
bility are detailed and  convi nc ing .  
The most i nterest ing  essays i nvolve Kanowitz's u n derstand ing  of  
the effects of legal d iscr i m i nat ion agai nst men a nd his  a nalysis of  the 
shortcom i n gs of the women's rights movement.  Ka nowitz states that 
both women a n d  men have been "vict ims of severe and  pervasive de 
jure sex d iscr i m i n at ion ."  M ost of us are aware of how women have 
been vict imized.  As exam ples of d iscrim i nat ion agai nst men,  Kanowitz 
cites the preference of m others over fathers i n  custody cases, the 
a bsence of protective labor l aws for men,  and  com pulsory mi litary 
serv ice for men.  The preference for mothers over fathers in custody 
cases i s  in fact an historically recent phenomenon,  and one that keeps 
many contem porary women l i terally i n  the poorhouse si nce on ly  
about  25% of  the women due to receive child su pport actua lly get 
what the cou rt awards. F u rther, B lack a n d  H ispan ic  women a re 
awarded su pport less than 50% of the ti me. One has to wonder, i n  light 
of the 59 cent wage gap, who is the vict im of d iscr i m i n at ion i n  custody 
cases. As for those labor laws that Kanowitz asserts protect women and 
d iscri m i n ate agai nst men,  we have consistently seen regulations 
which "protect" women from worki ng  overt ime and "protect" 
women from heavy l ifti ng  used to keep women out of the best pay i n g  
jobs and  promot ions. Kanowitz argues w e  shou ld  extend protection 
to men,  not take it away from women.  
Ka nowitz is a bso l utely correct in  his  argu ment that  the d raft app l ies 
on ly  to men a nd thus is d iscri m i n atory. Whi le many fem i n ists oppose 
the d raft for both sexes as a way of eli m i n ati ng this d iscr im i nat ion, 
others ma inta in  that only after the ERA is passed may Congress r ightly 
draft women as well as men.  
Ack nowledg ing  that fe m i n ists do  not  spea k with one  voice, 
Ka nowitz offers his assessment of what is r ight and wrong with 
fem i n ist pub l i c  po l icy.  He  advises agai nst economic  boycott as a 
means of achiev i n g  goals for fear of poss ib le  backlash, particu lar ly  i n  
depressed economic  ti mes. H e  rejects what he ca lls "v ig i l ante" act ion 
on  the part of Women Agai nst Pornography and others beca use the i r  
act ions constitute v io lat ions of  F i rst Amendment R ights. And he 
ca ut ions agai nst "any conti n u ed d isrega rd or tr ivia l i zat ion" of men's 
vict i mizat ion on the basis of sex because it "weakens the sex-equa l ity" 
movement. He may be correct, particu lar ly  i n  light of the conservative 
pol it ica l  mood of the cou ntry. 
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Kanowitz provides a 23 page appendix, an 8 page postscript, and 37 
pages of notes to the essays to augment his essays. The notes are 
detailed and illuminating. 
-Lillian H. Jones 
California State Polytechnic University, 
Pomona 
Thomas Kochman. Black and White Styles in Conflict. (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1981) vi, 177 pp., $12.95 
Race, class and culture are the ingredients of black-white relations 
in America. Thomas Kochman's book attempts to separate out the 
cultural component of this mix and to examine it because he believes 
that it is both ignored and the source of much interracial conflict. The 
author is Professor of Communications and Theatre at the University 
of Illinois and has taught and researched in the area of black language 
and behavior. His background has clearly made him sensitive to 
aspects of black culture, a sensitivity he exploits in his book. 
The thesis of the study is reminiscent of G.B. Shaw's observation that 
the problems in Anglo-American relations stem from the mistaken 
notion that we share a common language. Kochman's assertion is that 
blacks and whites make a similarly erroneous assumption about 
culture. "Both whites and blacks" he says "interpret each others' 
behavior in accordance with the meaning and value that behavior has 
within their own culture." The result is misperception and confusion. 
The author sets out to illustrate this thesis by describing behavior, 
drawing generalizations with respect to cultural values for blacks and 
whites and then examining black and white responses to their 
respective behaviors. He attempts to assess what is happening and to 
indicate the sources of the problems. 
For the most part, this turns out to be a thought-provoking and 
pragmatic exercise although there are some difficulties. For instance, 
while Kochman claims to separate class-related issues from cultural 
issues, throughout he compares "blacks" to "middle class whites." If 
we allow that the black middle class tends to be more acculturated 
and proportionally smaller than its white counterpart, can we assume 
therefore that what he calls black "community" people, i.e. , urban 
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blacks, are more authentically black and if so, where do poor whites or 
rural blacks stand on the cultural continuum? The book also comes 
perilously close to subscribing to the stereotypical dichotomy that 
blacks tend to be culturally uninhibitea and whites inhibited. 
Kochman makes no attempt to determine the sources of the 
behavior he reports and some of his categories and generalizations 
tend to be distressingly simplistic. Blacks reading it will recognize 
some of the behavior described as more or less generally typical and 
some as peculiar to a class or social setting. Kochman does not make 
these distinctions. 
On the other hand, he has pulled together the observations of a 
number of sociologists and ethnologists and presented both an 
argument and illustrations which should facilitate understanding the 
practical business of interracial interacting, especiall y  in urban 
America. What the reader must remember is that this work is 
descriptive not prescriptive; in no sense is it a comprehensive 
treatment of white or black culture. It wil l  prove helpful in under­
standing what blacks or whites do when they do it. It wil l  not 
necessarily be an effective predictor of performance, especial ly  for 
blacks. 
-Warner R. Traynham 
Dartmouth College 
Lance Liebman, ed. Ethnic R elations in A merica. ( Englewood Cliffs, 
NJ : Prentice-Hall, 1982) vii, 179 pp., $5.95. 
This small volume contains six background papers prepared under 
the editorship of Lance Liebman, professor of law at Harvard, for a 
1981 meeting on ethnic relations convened by the American Assembly, 
a well-known policy institution affiliated with Columbia University. 
The papers in this collection vary in their quality. An article by 
Charles Keely presents a detailed, evenhanded, and current review of 
specific issues related to immigration policy within the broader 
context of their implications for pluralism. Liebman contributes an 
insightful examination of how the use of the legal system by ethnic 
groups affects the law and whether this, in turn, has consequences for 
all social groupings, possibly by according them too much signifi­
cance. A selection by Robert Weaver on ethnicity and urban America 
covers a number of important subjects such as poverty and politics but 
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suffers from a lack of focus and internal coherence. Pastora Cafferty 
writes about bilingual education, particularly in regard to Hispanics, 
but oversimplifies the discussion of very complex issues. A paper by 
Stephen Thernstrom questions the impact of recent ethnic activism 
and the utility of affirmative action policies, topics which, of course, 
have generated much controversy. Nathan Glazer describes the 
political significance of a new pattern of intergroup relations in which 
many diverse ethnic groups have legal rights to special protection and 
benefits, a situation he feels creates resentment and contrasts with the 
more traditional use of local politics by ethnic groups to get ahead. 
Glazer's provocative views will be best appreciated by those familiar 
with his other writings, especially Affirmative Discrimination. 
Viewed in its entirety, this book provides enough information and 
t,hought-provoking ideas so that it will be of value to the critical reader 
with a broad knowledge of the ethnic relations field. However, for the 
less initiated, this volume has three important limitations. First, there is 
a lack of ideological balance in the general points of view represented; 
the neoconservatism of a few authors and the restrained liberalism of 
some others occupy most of the pages. This obviously presents those 
having different orientations with much material about which to 
argue, although the main point here is the relative absence of diverse 
perspectives. Second, this book intentionally focuses on particular 
topics, but as a consequence it gives little attention to others, including 
educational concerns (apart from bilingual education), the causes and 
patterns of contemporary ethnic activism, and even some economic 
matters. Third, there are no footnotes and few references in the text to 
outside sources. 
One final observation. While no short volume is likely to do justice 
to all ethnic groups, this one noticeably ignores or distorts the 
experience of Asian Americans. For example, Weaver completely 
omits Asians from his overview of various ethnic groups, and Cafferty 
mentions several groups, but not Asians, in her review of language 
retention, language schools, and bilingual programs. Further, the 
problematic image of Asians as a "successful model minority" is 
revived in Thernstrom's discussion of how Asians have overcome 
racism and achieved high levels of socioeconomic status through hard 
work, thrift, and education. Glazer at one point characterizes the 
cultural backgrounds of Asian groups as "exotic" thereby resurrecting 
another inaccurate stereotype. If this book is representatvie of even 
part of the current ethnic relations literature, it is abundantly clear 
that the work of Asian American advocates is far from finished. 
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-Russell Endo 
University of Colorado 
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Ruthanne Lum McCunn. Thousand Pieces of Gold. (San Francisco: 
Design Enterprises of San Francisco, 1981) 308 pp., $10.95, $5.95 paper. 
"There is no history, only fictions of varying degree of plausibility." 
,Although historians may disagree with Voltaire's provocative state­
ment, Ruthanne Lum McCunn's choice of this phrase as an opening 
lfDr her biographical novel, Thousa nd Pieces of Gold, is probably in 
keeping with the general agreement that any fiction which claims 
literary merits must contain some truth. McCunn, an Amerasian born 
in San Francisco's Chinatown, grew up in Hong Kong. At the age of 
sixteen, she returned to San Francisco to attend college and subse­
quently worked as a librarian, teacher, and bilingual/bicultural 
specialist. She is the author of A n  Illus tra ted History of the Chinese in 
America . 
Thousand Pieces of G old tells the story of an extraordinary Chinese 
woman's life-adventure. Lalu (1853-1933) was the eldest child-by 
chance a girl-of poor Chinese peasants who lived in a small village 
plagued by natural disasters and human evils. Circumstances forced 
Lalu to become a competent farm-laborer at thirteen, working beside 
her father in the open field instead of tending household duties with 
her mother at home (The latter being the traditional role assigned to 
Chinese women of the time.) Lalu grew to be a strong-willed, strong­
bodied individual, a youngster who loved to till the land, who loved to 
be close to the soil. Abducted at nineteen Lalu was shipped off to 
America, where she was sold to a Chinese saloon keeper in Idaho. It 
was there, in a small mining town in Idaho, that Lalu was transformed 
into Polly, a Polly who eventually gained both her personal and 
economic independence. McCunn devotes approximately two-fifths 
of her book to Lalu and the remaining three-fifths to Polly. 
On the whole, the novel is well constructed and well narrated. 
McCunn's painstaking research has paid off, in that the reader is 
placed comfortably into many realistic, frequently moving, scenes 
about Lalu-Polly and the people surrounding her. And McCunn's 
genuine interest in and evident enthusiasm for the life of her heroine 
is well conveyed and probably will be well received by her readers. 
She has brought Lalu-Polly back to life and by so doing has achieved 
what is perhaps the single most challenging task biographers set for 
themselves : that of placing their chosen characters simultaneously in 
the realms of both fiction and history. 
Considering the Chinese immigrants of the second half of the 
nineteenth century and the first three decades of the present century, 
one sees that Lalu-Polly is indeed one of a kind, for although her 
anguish and struggle might have been shared by many a contemporary 
Chinese immigrant to the American continent, her successes are 
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spectacularly unusual. I n  many ways , Lalu-Polly resembles more the 
"typical" pioneer-woman in early American history than the early 
"typical" C hinese immigrant to the New World. Fortunately for the 
reader, McCun n  in her Thousand Pieces of Gold focuses most clearly 
upon the life of the courageous and resourceful heroine, whereas the 
other characters, including Charlie Bemies whom Lalu-Polly married 
in 1894, are portrayed largely in order to bring out the many facets of 
the heroine's very active eighty years. 
Th ousa nd Pieces of G old should prove to be an in valuable addition 
to the library of anyone interested in Chinese-American studies or 
Asian-American literature. Different from the so-called "exclusion­
law novels" produced about 1905-1910, Th ousa nd Pieces of Gold 
presen ts no exaggerated, gruesome scenes of injustices suffered by 
the C h i nese immigrants at the hand of the "white devils" during the 
early phases of their immigration ;  nevertheless, the silent sobs of the 
C hinese immigrant can be poignantly discerned through the tears, 
and smiles, of Lalu-Polly. 
-Hua-yuan Li Mowry 
Dartmouth College 
Carmelo Mesa-Lago. Th e Economy of Socialist Cuba : A Two- Decade 
Appraisal (Albuquerque : University of New Mexico Press ,  1981). 234 
pp., $17.50, $9.95 paper. 
It's not unusual for partisans of opposing viewpoints about Cuba to 
spark each other to flaming argument, while those who prefer less 
heat and more light can easily find adventure enough just in following 
the course of the Western Hemisphere's most important social 
experiment since the Mexican Revolution. Shouldn 't a book about 
twenty years of post-revolutionary Cuba be exciting, especially when 
it comes to us from Carmelo Mesa-Lago, Cuban native, an early 
supporter of the revolution and also an early emigre to the United 
States, and now, as Professor of Economics at the University of 
Pittsburgh ,  one of only a handful of distinguis hed students of Cuba in 
this country? His book is  a product of a good deal of effort over a long 
period of time. It is detailed, precise, balanced, and informative. It is 
easily understood, so that non-experts can profit from reading it even 
though its wealth of hard-to-get data makes it an indispensable 
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reference work for professional Latin Americanists. It is all this, but it is 
not exciting. 
One reason is that a lot of excitement is gone from Cuba itself. Che 
Guevara's portrait on an enormous poster still looks down on 
Revolution Square, but Che lives only in memory, as a symbol of when 
he was both the spirit and embodiment of a pure revolutionary 
mystique driving forward an utterly utopian economics. True, Cuba 
remains Fidelista, not Stalinist, with a social order still so new that of all 
Latin American nations Nicaragua alone comes close to matching it. 
But Cuba has also devoted the last dozen years mostly to achieving 
economic growth along Soviet lines, hardly a thrilling task. The Cuban 
Revolution and Fidel are middle-aged now; their youth, like Che's 
life, become subjects not just of history but of mythic nostalgia. 
Cuba's aging, which Mesa-Lago documents and helps to explain, is 
just one reason his book fails to excite. Another, which is actually one 
of the work's virtues, is that its answers to many important questions 
are simply too definitive to leave much room for argument. For 
example, the Revolution wrought major social change but brought no 
economic miracles. More specifically, post-revolutionary Cuba has 
taken great strides toward greater equality in wages, consumption, 
education, health care, and insurance and pensions. Its race relations 
are more equal too, particularly in law and in spirit, but for material 
matters the data are sketchy, evidently because the Cubans are 
reluctant to make measurable what is already known, namely, that 
blacks are still worse off in class, occupation, and housing than whites 
are. As for more standard economic matters, Cuba still runs or limps 
when sugar prices rise or fall, has had little sustained economic growth 
and not much more economic diversification, and has replaced its 
economic dependence on the U.S. with an equally great dependence 
on the U.S.S.R., now the major creditor behind Cuba's foreign debt 
(per capita the highest in Latin America, higher even than Brazil's or 
Mexico's). 
These are important findings, but it 's not easy to stay involved while 
reading about them. Statistic after statistic is necessary for full 
documentation, but before long adds to detail so great it overwhelms, 
although relief may be found either in the many excellent summary 
passages at the end of each section or in the Introduction and 
Conclusion, both of which cover much the same ground. 
Is a Djilas-style "new class" forming in Cuba ? Which sorts of Cubans 
are most disaffected with and most supportive of the regime ? Are 
Cuban blacks, as many report, satisfied with their gains even though 
they remain nearer than whites to the bottom of the social structure ? 
When does the ruling elite respond to public opinion and when does 
it manipulate it ? How much does Cuba count on a predictable 
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American obtuseness and bluster to find a scapegoat for diverting 
attention from Cuba's own problems? Mesa-lago neither raises nor 
responds to such questions, which are sociological and political, not 
economic. Thus, although we shall long be in his debt for his massive 
assemblage of materials, we may also note they have the unintended 
effect of reminding us that economics, like any single discipline, has 
clear limits when it comes to telling us not only why a revolution took 
place, but even what it cost and what it's been worth. 
-Bernard E. Segal 
Dartmouth College 
Tom Miller. On The Border. (New York : Harper & Row, 1981) 226 pp., 
$12.95. 
Tom Miller's On The Border is a disarmingly straightforward book. 
At first glance it seems to be a simple travelog-the account of his 
journey at the dawn of the decade in a 1968 Valiant, accompanied by a 
photographer companion, Norah Booth, along the entire distance of 
the United States/Mexico border from Brownsville and Matamoros to 
Chula Vista and Tijuana. The only photographs in the book, however, 
are verbal ones. 
Miller talks with the local people he encounters, both ordinary and 
illustrious, and offers several anecdotes about them and their lives; he 
recounts Border history in opportune places and synthesizes every­
thing with a just mix of his own reactions to what he perceives. But as 
with most trips, especially long ones to such exotic spots as Miller 
describes, there is much adventure and more than a little allegory 
involved in the trek. 
Insofar as all life is a journey, a narrative like this one takes on larger 
meaning. More individuals than Miller have been lured to this 
particular Border and to their own personal borders, whether 
motivated by escape or something else that might be called "transi­
tional" promises. The Border is a legendary place, mythic in its 
paradoxically narrow but extended dimensions and geographical 
vectors. And, as Miller makes clear, others have written about it (e.g., 
Graham Greene, William Burroughs, larry McMurtry, Americo 
Paredes), sung about it (Marty Robbins, Willie lopez), talked about it, 
explored it, and measured it in all its blending of promise and despair. 
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The jou rney confi rms many of the assu m pt ions Mi l ler  bega n with 
when he symbol i ca l l y  fi rst picked u p  a ha ndfu l of sea shel l s  at 
Koper n i k  Shores on the Gul f  to carry with him and  u lti mately bury i n  
the sa nds o f  Baja Cal i forn ia ,  a n  e n d i n g  closer to his home and  
begi n n i n gs i n  Tucson. But he  i s  a changed man,  too, when he  comes to  
the fi na l  desti nat ion of  this particu lar  phase of  his l i fe. I n  the i n it ia l  
exper ience, the i nterv iewing, the note-tak i ng, and the writ i ng, he 
u nderstan ds the people and p laces of the Border m u ch more fu l l y  for 
a l l  of the aspects of l a ndscape, m i n d  and spi r it  which m ake the Border 
both u n ique-identifiab le  as its own very d ifferent and specia l  
region-and representative of  the North/South, East/West racia l ,  
l i n gu ist ic, and  topographica l forces which create the "Southwest 
Frontier" ambiences of his cross ing and wester ing route. 
Through it  a l l  he achieves his major pu rpose of showing hi mself and  
his readers how o ld  stereotypes of  Border bad ness and  beauty, l i ke 
everythi ng  e lse, are cha n g i n g  before o u r  eyes and  sho u ld be 
recogn ized for that not just by tou rists and nat ives of the region but by 
governments and po l icy makers as wel l .  
Much o f  what M i l ler  writes about has a l ready cha nged s ince his 
book was pub l ished in 1 981 : lopez Port i l lo  is no longer President of 
Mexico; o i l  and the peso have d ifferent va l u es; present i m m igrat ion 
laws are in l i m bo; and the pop cu l ture a l l usio ns whi ch M i l ler  uses are, 
as one might ex pect, i ron ica l l y  no  longer as releva nt-Marty Robbi ns 
is dead a lthough Rosa's Ca nti na  l ives on  i n  EI Paso; Baretta's parrot has 
been k i l l ed by poor rat ings a lthou gh the smugg l i n g  of parrots across 
the Border st i l l  thrives; Wolfman Jack is no  longer associated with the 
"borderblast i ng" rad io  stations of Del Rio.  
Al l  in a l l ,  what Mi l le r  bri ngs to his acco u nt of the Border is the k ind  
of  sty le,  the k i n d  of  New Journa lsi m whi ch gives i m med iacy to  
mater ia l  academics often make so stuffy u nder the gu ise of  socio logy 
or socia l  science or the d iscip l i nes of the "hu manit ies." 
Read i n g Mi l ler, o n e  is actua l l y  on the Border with him: there i n  the 
a i r  with a veteran smuggler  of e lectronic a n d  ha luci n ogenic contra­
band; there i n  the pits with the cock fi ghters; there raft ing  on the 
river; there i n  the restaurants, ca nti nas, and  whorehouses-tal k ing  
and l isten i ng, sensi ng it .  
Read i n g  Mi l ler is to say to oneself yet aga in ,  a l beit paraphrased, "Ah 
hu manity ! Ah the Border." 
-Robert Gish 
Un iversity of Northern I owa 
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Martha Montero, Ed. Bilingual Education Teacher Handbook: (v. l) 
Strategies for the Design of Multicultural Curriculum. (Cambridge, 
MA: National Assessment and Dissemination Center for Bilingual/ 
Bicultural Education, 1 979) 1 �8 pp., (v. l l ) Language Issues in Multi­
cultural Settings .  (Cambridge: MA: National Assessment and Dissemi­
nation Center for Bilingual/B icultural Education, 1981 ) 89 pp. 
Bilingual Education Teacher Handbook is a two volume collection 
of articles developed by bilingual staff at the Boston University 
Training and Resource Center of the National Network of Centers for 
Bilingual Education. The goal of this project is to "develop teacher 
awareness of those areas that underlie bilingual education, namely, 
(a) the role of the systems-context approach; (b) the role in curriculum 
design of goals and objectives; (c) the development of pedagogical 
skills in bilingual education." (p. 3) The articles were not intended to 
be neatly  packaged curriculum kits, but rather to provide the 
fundamental basis for developing and evaluating bilingual programs. 
Their major focus is on the junior high school and adult school 
population. The successful use of these volumes as handbooks is 
dependent upon the devoted energies of teachers, community 
members, parents, and administrators who are totally involved in 
bilingual education. 
Volume one, Strategies for the Design of Multicultural  Curriculum, 
discusses various aspects of curriculum design. What is unique about 
the five articles is that together they form the rudiments for developing 
a bilingual curriculum. This volume is more than just an anthology of 
articles and opinions; it has been carefully integrated to offer teachers 
a useful guide for creating their own curriculum. 
Antonio Simoes, in "The Systems Context Approach to Curriculum 
Theory in Bilingual Education," presents an eclectic yet systematic 
perspecitve for understanding all aspects of human/cultural and 
language experiences as a means for designing bilingual curriculum. 
He believes a systems approach is a good alternative to the haphazard 
methods generally used in this process. Simoes's theory outlines the 
meaning of systems, i .e., the universal ideas, theoretical schools of 
thought, and institutions, which are affected by context (cultural 
variables), pedagogy (teachers), ideology (beliefs in how children 
learn), and existential concerns (the multitude of human experiences). 
In conjunction with Simoes's article, Arlene Duelfer, in "The 
Statement of Goals and Objectives in Bilingual Education," suggests 
that consistent goals and objectives for effective instruction are 
imperative in a bilingual curriculum design and gives examples of 
such objectives. 
Gregory Chabot discusses the use of films, slides, audio tapes, video 
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tapes, skits, and  pu ppet shows as a means of g iv ing ora l  l anguage 
trai n i n g  in a b i l i ngua l  context in tlTeacher Strategies:  The Role of 
Audio Visual Methodology in B i l i ngua l  Ed ucat ion ." 
Martha Montero exa m i nes the i mpact on the cu rr icu l u m  of h ow 
cu ltu res change or  vary from one  another, and  how certa in  ideas are 
v iewed d ifferent ly  depend ing  on one's cu l tura l  backgrou nd. F u rther, 
Montero, i n  tlStruct u re a n d  Context i n  the Design  of B i l i ngua l  
M u lticu l tura l  Curr icu l u m, lI i nc iudes st rategies for  u nderstand i n g  
these variables b y  i ntertw in ing  history, sociology, economics, psychol­
ogy and pol i t ics when c h i l d ren look at their  own fa m i l i es, neighbor­
hoods, cities, and  nation. 
F i na l ly, Mae Chu Chang, i n  II Proced ures i n  Cu rr icu l u m  Eva l uat ion," 
descri bes what is necessary to eval u ate the program. Chang encourages 
f ie ld test ing  programs and  i l l ustrates the need for cu ltu ral  sensitivity i n  
the eva l u at ion process. Th is art ic le was less detai led a n d  lacked the 
d epth of the fou r prev ious art icles. Vol u me I is  we l l  worth read i n g  for 
teachers not o n ly in b i l i n gua l  education but a lso for those tru ly  
com mitted to the  mu lt icu ltura l  learn i n g  process. 
Vo l u me I I, Language Issues in Multicultural Settings, encompasses 
the  ideas of five authors. Mar ia  Estela Brisk's art ic le IILanguage 
Po l icies in America n Ed ucation," traces these pol icies from the 
American I nd ians, fi rst Eu ropean sett lers, Afr icans, 19th  Centu ry 
Eu ropeans to the present. Br isk rev iews the  various acts, Su preme 
Court decisions, and legis lat ion  which su pport b i l i ngua l  eductaion i n  
t h e  Un ited States. Her exam i n at ion i s  su perficia l  a n d  erron eously 
promotes the assu mption that most Americans h ave become IIrecon­
ci led to cu l tura l  heterogen eity and the su rvival of our r ich and varied 
cu ltu ral heritage" (p. 1 0). She  needs to be cognizant of the constitu­
t iona l  amend ment i ntroduced by former Senator S. 1 .  H aya kawa 
concer n i ng  the  adoption of t l Eng l ish  as the Official  U.S. l anguage" 
and the su pport he is generat ing  for its passage.' 
IIUnderstand i n g  the  R o l e  o f  Lan guage i n  B i l i n gua l  Educatio n," by 
Lucy T. Br iggs uses socio l ingu ist ics and anth ropological  l i ngu ist ics to 
ana lyze l anguage and  the roles langu ages play wit h i n  cu l tures. She 
a lso poi nts out h ow va lue judgements are used to categorize 
languages-creo l izat ion and p idgi n izat io n-as wel l as i l l ustrat ing  the 
usef u l n ess of such terms w h en they are appl ied to cultu ra l/l i n gu ist ic  
m ixes. Understa n d i n g  the differences among langu ages, formal  and 
i nformal  uses, syntax and grammar, and the variety of mean i n gs withi n 
an ethnocentr ic cu ltural  perspective enhances the language sensitiv ity 
necessary for any  bi l i ngua l  program. Br iggs is one  of the few authors 
who thou ghtfu l ly exam i n es not on ly  l anguage and  cu ltura l  d iversity 
but a lso how a u d io, written a n d  perceptua l  var iat ions that a re 
u nderstood withi n a particu lar cu ltural  framework are often m isu nder-
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stood by observers. 
Char lene Rivera and Maria Lo m bard o ,  in "Considerat ions for 
Developi n g  la n g uage Assess ment Procedures," establ ish basic gu ide­
l i n es w h i ch m u st be used to assess adeq uately a chi ld 's profic iency i n  
speak i ng, writ i ng,  l i ste n i ng,  a n d  read i n g .  They e n u merate the var iab les 
w h i c h  m u st be considered, i . e . ,  school , peer, com m u n i ty, and fa m i ly 
e n v i ro n m e n t ,  a l o n g  with t h e  st u d e nt's cogn itive abi l i t ies .  They also 
cite t h e  d iffi c u l t i es in  a n y  a ttempt at l anugage assessment,  aga i n  
de monstrat i n g  the over r i d i ng need f o r  c u l t u ra l ly and l i ngu istical ly  
sensi t ive personnel .  
T h e  f i n a l  essay by Cel este E .  F reytes, " Procedu res for  Assess i n g  
Lea r n i n g  Pro bl ems of Students with L imited E n g l i s h  Prof ic iency," 
targets a nother as pect of l anguage assessment.  F reytes d i scusses 
pyschologica l  and  behavioral patterns  w h i c h  may h i nder a ch i ld  from 
beco m i n g  proficient in Engl ish.  The strategies suggested for ident ifyi ng 
t hese problems a r e  tests (sta ndard ized a n d  n o n  sta n d a r d ) ,  i nformal 
met h ods (teacher o bservat i o n s ) ,  and teacher tas k s  (d i rected i nstruc­
t i o n s ) .  The teacher i s  the key to recog n i t i o n  of the  existence of 
m a l a d a pt ive psycho logica l  and/or behaviora l  patterns  a mo n g  h is/her  
s tudent popu lat io n .  
Beca use i t  co n cen trates o n l y  o n  b i l i n g u a l  a b i l i ty a n d  l a n guage 
assess m e nt procedu res, Vo l u me 1 \  i s  l i m ited in its wort h to b i l i n g u a l  
teachers .  Assessment gu ide l i nes p e r  s e  fa i l  to provide i nfo rmJt ion 
which i s  appropr iately  c u l t u r a l l y  attuned,  i nformation wh ich would  
e n h a nce the  boo k 's va l u e  i n  t h e  f ie ld  o f  m u l t i c u l t u r a l  education .  The 
sole except ion i s  L u cy Br i ggs' a r t i c l e ,  which i nteg rates l i ngu i st ic  a nd 
c u lt u ra l  facets of eval u at ion .  
T h e  Bilingual Education Teacher Handbook is a n  i m portant work 
beca use i t  i s  o n e  of t h e  f i rs t  atte m pts to i n corporate a m u lt icu l tura l  
f ramework i n  develo p i n g  a b i l i n gu a l  progra m .  M u ch m o r e  g ro u n d ­
w o r k  i n  t h i s  a rea i s  req u i red , pri m a r i l y  because b i l i n g u a l  and  
m u l t icu l t u ra l  ed u ca t i o n  co nti n u e  to b e  append ages t o  t h e  " reg u lar"  
school  program rat h e r  t h a n  the stan dard educat ional  format.  
:-..lotes 
-Ba rbara Hi u ra 
Sacra m e n lo)  CA 
l For  a n  i n depth r eview o f  Haya kawa's proposed a mend ment and 
some i m pl i cat ions  for et h n i c  peopl e ,  see Ricardo Va l dez's art ic l e .  
" Dejenme Ha b lar  por M i  Raza ! " ( Let Me Speak for M y  People ! )  
National Association for Interdisciplinary Erhnic SWdies Newsletter, 
Vo l .  7, No. 1 ,  May 1 982, 26-28. 
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Multicultural Education and the A merican Indian. Contemporary 
American Issues Series, No. 2. (los Ange les :  American I nd ian  Stud ies 
Center, University of Cal i forn ia, 1 979) 172 pp., $10.00. 
Multicultural  Education and the A merican Indian provides an  
exce l lent treatment of  selected issues related to  the education  of 
A m erican I nd i a ns. This vo lu me, by scholars i n  I nd ian  stud ies, is 
divided into six sections and includes an overview and background informa­
tion, discusses America n  I nd i a n  pol icy at the n ationa l  and local l evel, 
exa m i nes cross-cu ltural  education and the performance of I nd ian  
students, and  suggests ways to  provide more  effective teacher trai n i n g  
a nd curr icu l u m  d evelopment. These concerns a r e  i mportant for both 
the A merica n  I nd i a n  and  n o n- I n d i a n  com m u n ities to u nderstan d  a n d  
add ress. 
A com mo n  e lement is a p lea to educators to hel p  all children grow 
and achieve success by beco m i n g  responsi b le  partic ipants in society. 
I n  order to meet this goal,  educators need to become aware of I nd i a n  
phi l osophy and  mea n i n g  o f  l i fe, the history o f  past government 
practices which i mposed isolatio n  and cu ltu ral  d estruction, and the 
trad itiona l  va l u es and  respect for the env i ronment held by America n  
I nd i a ns. Yet one  i s  cautioned not t o  assu me that a l l  I nd ians hold 
i ndentical views on these i m portant aspects of l ife. 
Withi n recent years there have been concerted efforts to work with 
educators through pre-service a n d  staff d evelopment to reduce 
prejud ice by e l i m i nati ng  preconceived not ions and sterotypes about 
I n d i a ns.  This task has been fostered throu gh the estab l ishment of 
America n  I nd ian  Stud ies Programs at several  u n iversities, d evelop­
ment of n ew cu rr icu la  for e lementary and  seco ndary students, 
i nsistence that greater care be taken i n  selecti ng  educational  materia ls, 
and i n  some i nstances, i n itiation of b i l i ngua l  and  bicu ltural  educationa l  
programs. Yet examples of lack of u ndersta n d i n g  and  insensitivity to 
I nd ian  cu ltu re, val ues and  i nstitutions abo u n d  i n  classrooms. 
This vol u m e  is one  attem pt to a lert educators teachi ng I nd ian  
students to  the cu ltu ra l  env i ron ment from which the I nd ian  student 
comes. Whi le  a l l  the papers are i nteresti ng  and present d ifferent 
i ns ights regard i n g  the lea rn ing  experiences of I nd ian  youth, Brown 's 
paper, "The Cross-Over Effect : A legiti mate Issue i n  I nd ian  Educa­
t ion?" d iscusses the phenomena of "crossover effect"l and "peak 
over"2 as they apply to I n d ian  students' school performance. Although 
research d ata are not a l l  i n  agreement (there are prob lems of 
methodology in stud ies cited) there does seem to be evidence that 
these chi l d ren do  exce l l  academica l l y  d u r ing  their  ear ly  years and  
l ater d emonstrate less achievement as  they conti n u e  schoo l .  Whi le  
var ious causes have been proffered as  contr i buti n g  to  the low 
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achievement of Indian students, the basic implication is that schools 
have been unwilling or unable to accommodate to Indian culture. 
Each essay has been selected from papers presented at the second 
American Indian Issues Conference, sponsored by the American 
Indian Studies Center at the University of California, Los Angeles. 
Other volumes in the series focus on equally important topics, e.g., 
new directions for federal Indian policies, Indians in higher education, 
American Indian scholarship in the 1980s, and Indian art. 
This collection deserves the attention of educators, parents and 
community members. It  offers information and guidelines which, if 
used, should not only reduce bias in teaching Indian children but also 
enable other students become more knowledgeable about Indian 
culture. 
-Margaret A. Laughlin 
University of Wisconsin, Green Bay 
Notes 
1 J .  Bryde. The Sioux India n Student :  A Study of Scholastic Failure and 
Personality Conflict. Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of 
Denver, 1967. 
2Donald R. Milam. Analysis of the Academic Achievement of Selected 
Indian Tribes with High Achievement. Unpublished doctoral disserta­
tion, Arizona State University, 1972. 
Mothobi Mutloatse, ed. Africa South : Contemporary Writings .  (Exeter, 
NH: Heinemann Educational Books, Inc., 1981)  208 pp., $6.00. 
The twenty-five selections, mostly short stories, reprinted here 
make painful reading for anyone sympathetic to the black African 
who must live under the daily indignities of apartheid. Considering 
the number of writers in exile, one may at first find those still living in 
South Africa suspect but, although the murderous violence familiar to 
newspaper readers is absent, there is still pain enough. For those 
unfamiliar with past or current events, fiction here is history as well as 
art. 
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The short stories are not arranged in a chronological or historical 
order but one may find a pattern. For example, one story tel ls of Boers 
who came asking for permission to settle "bare-footed and with 
cracked soles, begging for land." While another tel l s  of early 
problems of two races trying to live together, a third is set on a strange 
planet in the year 256 1 .  A group of travelers who say they want to stop 
on the planet because they are near starvation are judged by history 
and the story of Jan van Riebeeck, and are sentenced to death. Two 
other stories tell of fear on South African trains : on the all-black train, 
terror comes from the tsotsis (gangs of hooligans), and a moment of 
panic is observed on the passing white train when an empty beer can 
smashes against a window. A hostel or dormitory for mine workers is 
described and compared with a concentration camp; its occupants 
are called inmates and the place is dubbed "our Auschwitz" with a 
warning about what happens to a know-nothing public. 
James Matthews and Bessie Head are the two best known authors of 
the group. The former tells of a bus boycott, the latter of a missionary 
church which c1bses its doors to a worshipper who has married by 
local custom, with the result that other villagers decide "it might as 
well be closed to them too, so they all no longer attended church." 
Possibly the most compelling statement in this collection is a letter 
by a living person, Bishop Desmond Tutu. In 1 976 Bishop Tutu wrote 
to Prime Minister Vorster explaining why he felt separating blacks into 
national "homelands" was detrimental: "Blacks find it hard to 
understand why whites are said to form one nation when they are 
made up of Greeks, Italians, Portuguese, Afrikaners, German, etc. . . . 
and then blacks are said to form several nations-Xhosas, Zulus, etc." 
In 1 982, when Columbia University awarded the bishop an honorary 
degree, he was not permitted to leave South Africa to accept it. 
The collection is not without humor, edged with satire and 
bitterness. One article, purported to be a true account, deals with the 
hated pass system. A group of black musicians, after visiting black 
American sailors offshore, were stopped by Afrikaner police de­
manding their (forgotten) passes. One actor-musician successful ly  
imitated the black American accent: "Hi Jack, waddya mean you 
wanta pess . . .  go ahead go pess . . . .  " 
-Jean Bright 
Greensboro, North Carolina 
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Francis Paul Prucha. Indian-White Relations in the United States : A 
Bibliography of Works Published, 1975-1980. (Lincoln: University of 
Nebraska Press, 1 982) viii, 1 79 pp., $14.95, $7.95 paper. 
This volume is the long-awaited supplement to Francis Paul Prucha's 
Bibliographical Guide to the History of Indian-White Relations in the 
United Sta tes, published by the University of Chicago Press in 1 977. 
That work, which contained 9705 items, was complete to 1975. The 
supplement, with 3400 titles, covers the historical literature made 
available between 1975 and 1 980. Organized into fifteen subject 
divisions and excellently cross-referenced with a thirty-six page index, 
the supplement continues the same high quality of Prucha's previous 
efforts to bring some useable order to the bewildering complexity of 
Ameriean Indian historiography. 
Prucha's bibliography does not include everything. As the title 
makes clear, the coverage of this volume is limited to "Indian-White 
Relations in the United States." While Prucha defines "Indian-White 
relations" fairly broadly, there remains a substantial American Indian 
literature for which the researcher must look in places such as 
Murdock and O'Leary's Ethnographic Bibliography. Prucha's concep­
tion of the United States includes British colonial America, but 
generally excludes Spanish-Indian relations within areas now part of 
the United States. Prucha's coverage of those tribes in the United 
States-Canada border area is generally complete, but he made no 
special effort to include Canadian materials. 
There are several particular strengths in this supplement. One is the 
inclusion of a special listing of National Archives microfilm publica­
tions since 1 975 that relate to Indian affairs. Another is the updating of 
the list of guides to manuscript collections and bibliographies of 
Indian materials. In addition, Prucha continued to canvass the popular 
press, listing 161 items under the sub-category of "Current Comment." 
Students of American Indian history are well acquainted with 
Prucha's Bibliographical Guide, they know its many strengths and few 
weaknesses, and will welcome this supplement. Prucha remains the 
indispensible bibliographical source. 
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Dartmouth Col lege 
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Marcienne  Rocard.  Les Fils du So/eil: La Minorit� Mexicaine a 7ravers 
la L itte'rature des ttats Unis. ( Paris: G .P. Maiso n n euve et Larose, 1 980) 
493 pp.,  n.p. 
The fi rst major work of its k i n d  pu blished in France by a n  
America n ist, Les Fils du Soleil (Th e  Children o f  the Sun: The Mexican 
Minority as Seen Through the Literature of the United States) deserves 
recognit ion as a h istorical lan d mark a n d  French co ntri but ion to the 
study of  the C h ica no. I ts thorough treat ment of the su bject su rpasses 
i n  thematic outreach all previously p u blished works. 
At present, Les Fils is the  most com prehensive treatment of the 
C h icano and  the  Mexican nat ional ava ila ble. From a wide chrono­
logical coverage as well as from various ki nds of p u blished works i n  
which t h e  i mage o f  t h e  Ch ica n o  a n d  t h e  Mexica n national a ppear, 
there emerges in Les Fils a percepti ble com posite picture of the 
persona Chicana  and Mexicana not accom plished before by any  
si ngle scholar. Carefully designed,  th is study h as the added quality of  a 
concise style and  a sci entif ic method demonstrated by its balanced 
presentat ion of perspectives d rawn from pri mary sou rces, allusions, 
and textual exposition of the C h icano and  Mexican  nat ional character. 
Rocard starts from the  year 1 848 when Mexico lost approx imately 
more than o n e-half of its territo ry to the  United States t h rough  a war 
of conqu est. The i n ha bitants of the area su bsequ ently became known 
as Mexican,  Mexican America n,  "Spa n ish American,"  and  most 
recently, Ch ica no-descendants of the Colon ial Span iards and  Meso­
americans from mult icultu ral Mexico of the past fou r  centu ries or  
recent  i m m igrat ion. These new Americans were su bjected to the law 
and  order of the  Un ited States together with its domi nant  cultu ral 
pressu res. Rocard docu ments the  various forms of address and  
allus ion bestowed on  the  C h icano from a plethora of  sou rces such  as 
the m ilitary, the trader, explorer, creative writer, and h istor ians of 
both cultures. The author attempts to convey the whole picture 
through wh ich the C h ica n o  is seen,  sympathetically by some, sla nder­
ously by many, yet manages to be close enough to ach ieve a sensitive 
and  clear percept ion of the problem wh ile mai ntai n i n g  the sch olarly 
d istance necessary for a fa i r  expositio n.  Rocard's contri but ion gives 
co nsiderable strength  to the growing  and  ever more si gnif icant f ield 
of C h icano stud ies (see also works of Ti na Eger, Charles Tatum,  Bruce 
Novoa, and Francisco J i menez). 
Les Fils covers more than six generations of Ch icanos i n  the i r  
cont i n u i n g  cultura l  process, the i r  development of  an  i ntellectual 
consciousness, and  the u ps and downs of the i r  creative literatu re. 
Wh ile the u n i nformed or eth nocentr ic may regard the Ch icano as an  
en igma wit h i n  the great American national cultu re, the Ch icano 
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himself has unavoidably had to face the transcendental experience of 
assimilation and acculturation, often involuntarily, in a nation that 
appears to demand social homogeneity. This book makes clear once 
more that if a dominant cultural group imposes its values on the 
colonized, the oppressed naturally resort to bastions of the arcane 
within themselves and the strength of private identification. However, 
they emerge publicly during times of crisis, or during periods of 
heroic activity as happened in the sixties and the seventies during the 
Movimiento Chicano. It is understandable why Rocard saw it necessary 
to address such emotional ly laden terms as machismo, huelga, 
coyotes, vendidos, malinches, and the politically charged word 
Chicano. Her conclusion is packed with the heroics of the more 
defiant Chicano of the last two decades as seen through activists, 
workers, teatro campesino, and, of course, our Anglo American sisters 
and brothers. 
-Sergio D. Elizondo 
New Mexico State University 
Anne Curtenius Roosevelt and James G. E. Smith, eds. The Ancestors : 
Native Artisans of the Americas. (New York: The Museum of the 
American Indian, 1979) xxvi, 197 pp., $17.50 paper. 
The Ancestors : Native Artisans of the Americas is an illustrated 
catalog produced for a 1979 exhibition of the Museum of the 
American Indian which had as its purpose the exploration of the 
interrelationships between the arts and the cultures which produce 
them. This catlog is refreshing in its thoroughness and in the way the 
artwork is integrated with the text. Exhibition catalogs often begin 
with a scholarly introduction and follow with hundreds of photographs 
of museum pieces only briefly identified. By contrast, The Ancestors 
begins with a series of color plates and follows with seven specific 
chapters on the divisions of the exhibition: the Painter, the Feather­
worker, the Carver, the Goldsmith, the Basketmaker, the Weaver, and 
the Potter. 
Each chapter, written by an expert in the specific area, follows a 
similar format, presenting an interdisciplinary approach to art through 
history, archaeology, anthropology, religion, and general ethnology. 
The complementary arts of literature and music are not omitted, and 
the technological processes for manufacture are also explained. 
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Photographs of the a rt ifacts as wel l  as photographs of persons mak ing  
or usi ng  them supplement the exp lanat ions i n  the text. 
The exhi bit ion is particu lar ly  str i k ing  because of its geographical 
d iversity and its use of less wel l  known tri bes to represent the var ious 
arts. Weav ing  of the Arauca n ians of Chi le  is  i nc luded,  for exa m ple, 
rather than the more obvious exa mples of Navajo or  Hopi  weavers; 
prehistor ic pottery from the southeast Un ited States replaces the 
usual  d isplay of Pueblo pottery. For those who identify the northwest 
coasta l  a rea on ly  with totem poles, the cata log offers an  expa nded 
v iew : ca noes, d ishes, l ad les, masks, and  decorative ornaments a l l  
demonstrate the domi nance a n d  var iety of  carv ing  among the Haida. 
The exhi bit ion shows that the arts have f lou rished i n  the Americas 
through t ime,  passed on from generat ion to generat ion by exam ple 
and  by ora l  tradit ion. I nd ividua l  pieces are d iscussed, part icu lar ly  
those which i nd icate cu ltu ra l  cha nge and cont inu it ies. I nf luences of 
Span ish conquerors on  the Pa naman ian  gold workers and tou rists on 
the Pomo basket-mak ing  tradit ions, the i ntrod uct ion of commercia l  
dyes to Arauca n i a n  weavers, and the use of acry l i c  pai nts by 
contem porary Sioux pai nters al l  attest to the strength of tradit ion and  
the n eed to adapt to ma i nta i n  I i feways which have been threatened. 
The message of the exhi bit ion is that su rvival has been accompl ished 
not o n l y  through weapons and  tools but has a lso depended u pon the 
visua l  arts to keep i nd iv idua l  grou ps whole  and to mai nta i n  l i fe 
passage ritua ls-bi rth, pu berty, marriage, and  death. 
The A ncestors is more than a cato log; it  is a text for an  i nterdis­
ci p l i nary study  of American I nd ian  arts as wel l .  A reader i ntersted i n  
specific i nformation wi l l  f ind the d iscussio ns o f  technology, d ivision 
of l abor, r itua l  fu nct ions, and use of sy m bols thorough. Each sect ion is 
a lso fol lowed by an extensive b ib l iography. 
The exhi bit ion was a part of a la rger project which i ncl u ded a craft 
a n d  dance fest iva l  a n d  an ethnographic fi l m  program. E l i za beth 
Weatherford's Native Americans on Film and Video and  this book are 
d i rect resu lts of the M useu m 's com mitment to reach com m u n it ies 
outside of New York. 
-Gretchen M. Batai l le  
Iowa State Un iversity 
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Simone Schwarz-Bart. The Bridge of Beyond. (Exeter, N H: Heinemann 
Educational Books, Inc., 1982) xviii, 174 pp., $5.50 paper. 
Simone Schwarz-Bart's first novel (1972) makes highly commendable 
reading for anybody interested in Afro-Caribbean literature. Barbara 
Bray's translation does remarkably well in capturing the poetic texture 
of the narrator's (Telumee) account; Bridget Jones' introduction is 
useful but could have focused more on the novel itself and on its 
sources. 
Caribbean literature is rich in books written in a fictionalized 
autobiographical vein, but the number of women novelists has so far 
remained rather smal l .  Merle Hodge with Crick Crack Monkey and 
Jean Rhys with her classic Wide Sargasso Sea are among the exceptions. 
Simone Schwarz-Bart, a Guadeloupean, creates a series of unfor­
gettable black female characters in The Bridge of Beyond, which spans 
three and alludes to five generations of strong Lougandor women. 
The work is a tribute to suffering and endurance in black life and is 
seen distinctly from a woman's perspective. Telumee is abandoned by 
her mother and taken over by her grandmother who leads her across 
the symbolic Bridge of Beyond where her learning process begins. 
The portrait of the grandmother Queen Without a Name dominates 
the gallery of women. She serves as example and teacher, is a 
repository of folk wisdom, boundless courage in the face of adversity, 
of unfailing love, of mystical dreams and sober practicality. Her 
speech, deeply couched in black Creole proverbs and sayings, her 
movement between material poverty and spiritual richness shapes to 
a large degree the language of the book. At times it seems to run 
breathlessly and, by association, from one story to another. Threads of 
folk myths, like the flying witch Ma Cia, move into "real" persons and 
encounters. Many of the events and narrations contain moral lessons 
and insights; many are attempts at coming to grips with the history and 
self-definition of poor blacks on Guadeloupe. These statements of 
definition range from bitter self-doubts and self-hate to affirmative 
pride. Slavery is not forgotten, nor is still-existing social injustice. 
Whites are felt as distant, unreal, arrogant and exploitative beings but 
they occupy a marginal position in the plot. Black men are more than 
once seen as unstable partners and as victims themselves, who cruel ly 
humiliate their women and later expect forgiveness. Schwarz-Bart's 
vision is not without a sharp, pessimistic feminist slant. And while the 
women frequently do have the function of a "chorus," a collective 
commentary, and do act admirably in a spirit of female solidarity, they 
are also shown as ruthless rivals to each other, destructive societal 
elements. The reader is not presented with a simplistic, idyllic, or 
folksy panorama. 
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One of the fasci nati n g  qua l it ies of The Bridge of Beyond l i es i n  its 
bel ief i n  the magic of the spoken word. The word contai ns prophecies, 
and m ay decide over l ife and  death, happi ness and desolation ,  
salvatio n  a n d  doom.  This a ppears p lausi b le  o n ly because of  the close 
adherence of structure and  speech to the Creole Afro-Car i bbean ora l  
trad it ion and to the co l lective wisdom enclosed in proverbs, songs, 
magical  ta les. 
The "Bi l d u n gsroman" The Bridge of Beyond is, a long  with the 
works by the Hait ians Jacques Rou ma i n  and  Jacqu es Alexis and  those 
by the Marti n iqu i a ns Rene Maran,  Joseph Zobel and  Edouard 
G l issant, a potent a n d  m ovi n g  voice from the French Car ibbean .  Any 
cou rse o n  women o r  b lack writers of the western  hemisphere wi l l  be 
enriched by its i ncl usion .  
-Wolfgang  B inder 
University of Erlangen,  West Germany 
Reu ben K. Udo .  The Human Geography of Tropical Africa. (Exete r :  
N H :  Hei nemann Educationa l  Books, I nc., 1982) 244 pp., $21 .00 paper. 
The author expl a i ns i n  the preface that h is  book "is written for 
students prepari ng for the General Certificate of Ed ucation (Advanced 
Leve l )"  as wel l  as "students in Adva nced Teachers' Col leges, Col l eges 
of Ed ucation  and  u ndergrad uates tak i n g  cou rses on Africa or African  
Stud ies." 
Reu ben Udo defi nes tropical Africa as the entire conti nent excl usive 
of Lesotho, Swazi l and,  Repu bl ic  of South Africa, Egypt, Lybia, Tu nisia, 
Al ger ia,  Morocco, and Western Sahara.  He is to be congratu lated for 
tak ing-on the Hercu lean task of writi n g  a h u man  geography of 
tropical Afr ica but he m ust be criticized for (1 ) presenti ng  an u nclear 
geographic picture, i .e., su bordi nati ng observed real ity to theories 
and  methods. (2) vague, often poor, writi n g, a n d  (3) frequently 
offeri ng  a neo-co lon ia l ist vis ion for an African cosmos. Although 
generous, the n u m ber of f igu res, p l ates, and  tab les, for the most part, 
have no relattonshi p to the text. For example, the author hi mself notes 
about Table I I , which occu pies more than half a page, that IITabie I I  is 
not very hel pfu l  i n  assessi ng  the i mportance of l i vestock to the 
economy of the var ious cou ntries" (p. 1 31 ) .  F urthermore, Udo uses 
N igeria as the focal area for his work and  adds i ncidental i nformation  
about other cou ntr ies. The  i nformation conta i ned i n  the text is 
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basically tangential-a "workbook" masquerading as a textbook. 
Although Udo's pioneering work has more flaws than good 
qualities, it offers a point of departure for a second edition or for other 
scholars. The author's knowledgeable assessment of the "Process and 
Problems of National Integration" (Chapter 19) should begin any 
serious treatment of a cultural geography of tropical Africa. His 
discussions of the "Legacies of the Slave Trade and the Colonial 
Imprint" (Chapter 17) and "Economic Integration and African Unity" 
(Chapter 20) reflect other significant perceptions which must be 
included in any meaningful analysis of tropical Africa. Subsequent 
cultural geographies must link the people with the physical geography 
in a manner which shows this linkage explicitly. They must not only 
include recent findings by scholars who study geographical and 
physical phenomena but also fiction written by Africans who are 
concerned with the legacies of colonialism in their art, for these are 
the people who contend with the conflicts characterizing traditional 
values in an urban environment. 
The Human Geography of Tropical Africa contains a massive 
amount of information but still cannot do justice to forty independent 
countries searching for their identities. A second edition of this book 
can make a notable impact on the study of tropical Africa only if it is 
arranged to fit an African cosmos rather than geographic tradition. 
-Charles C. Irby 
California State Polytechnic 
University, Pomona 
James Diego Vigil. From Indians to Chicanos :  A Sociocultural History. 
(St. Louis: C.V. Mosby, 1980) 245 pp., $14.50 paper. 
Historians are typically satisfied with pinpointing dates and de­
scribing associated events while minimizing speculation and interpreta­
tions which cannot be directly supported with evidence. There is no 
question that this is a vital and popular methodological approach, and 
Chicano studies historians have usually complied with this norm­
until now. 
A challenging work has come along which defies the norm by 
proposing and utilizing an atypical methodology, thereby producing 
a wealth of hypotheses not previously considered. James Diego Vigil 
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has given us  a pioneering achievement in his publication From Indians 
to Chicanos :  A Sociocultural History. 
In his book, Vigil analyzes the history of Chicanos (including their 
ancestors, Spaniards and the Indians of the Mexico/borderlands 
region) in two innovative ways. First, he examines the sociopsycho­
logical, anthropological effects and implications of historical events. 
His approach to the study of history is therefore as interdisciplinary as 
the fields of Chicano and ethnic studies themselves. Second, Vigil 
studies Chicano history from the standpoint of two theories of 
sociohistorical change : the "human maturation" and "Six C's" 
models. The human maturation theory postu lates that sociohistorical 
change occurs in stages comparable to those of human development 
(i.e., infancy, childhood, adolescence, and so forth), except that 
sociocu ltural stages last for centuries. The Six C's model specifies that 
six phenomena-class, culture, color, contact, conflict, and change­
must be analyzed for " understanding both the structure and the 
process of a social system" (p. 4) at any point in time. 
Although Vigil's commitment to Chicano nationalist ideals is 
revealed early in the boo k (in Carey McWil l iams' " Foreword") it does 
not significantly bias his anal ysis of historical events. He provides a 
reasonable examination of significant events, both positive and 
negative, and sociocu ltural developments in the history of the 
Chicano community. Whereas other "committed" ethnic studies 
historians have sometimes allowed their antagonisms toward racist/ 
color/class elites to filter into their work, Vigil has a l lowed a minimum 
of this in his text. The oppressive acts of such elites (both external to 
and with in the Chicano community) are described, but there is an 
emphasis on trying to theorize about how Chicanos or their ancestors 
have responded to events and how such responses are the foundation 
of present-day Chicano characteristics. Furthermore, though Vigil 
bases his speculations only  loosely on traditional historical evidence, 
the evidence itself is well documented, clearl y discussed, and systemat­
ically presented. 
Amidst the many strengths of From Indians to Chicanos there are 
some minor drawbacks which readers should note. For example, Vigil 
spends much time studying and appl ying the two aforementioned 
theories of sociohistorical change; he fails to compare them or to 
express a preference for one or the other. The author also fails to 
acknowledge the racist tradition underlying the "human maturation" 
theory which should have been more accurately labeled a "social 
evolution" model a la Herbert Spencer and Talcott Parsons, racistas 
supremos .  Though Vigi l side-steps invidious intercu ltural comparisons 
by dealing only  with Chicano sociocultural "stages of maturation," 
the reviewer must question the usefu lness of a developmental model. 
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There are several other problems in Vigil's book. First, his analyses 
of two issues-the reasons for the Texas Revolution and the nature of 
marginality-are much too brief and contain some inaccuracies. 
Second, the limited discussion of the Chicano movement of the '60s 
and '70s of the Southwest, although reasonably described, is quite 
disappointing in its brevity and superficiality in light of the author's 
activist commitment and his focus on "Chicano responses" through­
out most of the book. And third, in studying the factors contributing 
to the rise of Chicano sociocultural and psychobehavioral character­
istics, the author accepts some stereotypic traits as actual ly existing 
without first questioning their factual bases. However, it is possible 
that the brief space dedicated to these issues is the product of 
overzealous editing. 
The shortcomings just discussed do not seriously detract from the 
valuable, challenging, and seminal contribution of the book as a 
whole. It is a work which ought to be seriously considered for 
adoption particularly for upper-division sociology and anthropology, 
Chicano and ethnic studies classes. In fact, the reviewer has already 
placed an order for the fall semester of 1983 ! 
-Homer D.C. Garcia 
The Claremont Col leges 
Claremont, California 
Charles A. Ward, Philip Shashko, and Donald E. Pienkos, eds. Studies 
in Ethnicity: The East European Experience in America . East European 
Monographs, No. 73. (New York : Columbia University Press, 1980) 256 
pp., $17.50. 
Studies in Ethnicity is a collection of papers read at the conference 
"Aspects of the East European Experience in Europe and America" 
held at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, May 4-5, 1979. The 
editors have arranged the papers under three headings : "Ethnicity 
and Language Maintenance in America," "Ethnic Social Organization : 
Secular and Religious Dimensions," and "Ethnic Writers in America." 
The four essays on language maintenance tend to be rather 
specialized in focus, detailing the intermixture of English words into 
the immigrant language, patterns of language change within different 
generations of the same family, and geographic patterns of ethnic and 
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l i ngu istic  gro u ps i n  Wisconsi n. Separate essays deali ng with changes 
i n  Croatian ,  Polish, a n d  Czech language use are pr imar i ly  of va lue to 
the l i ngu ist. Barbara Borowieck i 's paper o n  Wisconsi n ethni city 
conta i ns good charts and  maps of ethn ic change between 1 860 and  
1970 and i s  qu ite usefu l to  the general ethnic stud ies afic ionado. 
The six essays on  organ izations among several  East Eu ropean and 
Eastern Orthodox nationalities are more compell i ng. F rank  Ren­
kiewicz's art ic le chron icl i ng the rise of Polish m utual assistance 
grou ps, thei r  u lt imate America n ization, and i m portant fu nctions as 
schools for busi ness management and chan nels to com m u n ity leader­
ship is a fi n e  piece. So is Kare l B icha's analysis of Czech relig ion as a 
d iv isive force and  the consequent lack of a v iable com m u nity by the 
1 870s. lazar Brk ich gives i ntricate d eta il about the various Serbian 
fraterna l ,  socia l ,  and  cu ltura l  organ iztions, as  well as  the i r  d ifferent 
character before and  after Wor ld  War I I. Michael Petrovich provides a 
good exposit ion of the prob lems faced by Eastern  Orthodox peoples 
i n  adjusti ng  to ind ustr ia l  America and the ethnic decentral ization  of 
the chu rch in America. On the other hand,  Danie l  Buczek's assu mp­
tio n  that rel ig ion  was the m ajor for m ulator of cultu re for both the 
Pol i sh peasant and the American Protestant, with a resu ltant clash 
between Pol ish acceptance of hierarchy and the American Protestant's 
d i rect lay partici patio n ,  seems overstated,  as is his conclusion that the 
Polish clergy were u nable to p lan at politics effectively. 
Two of the fou r essays on the arts, those by Mateja Matejic and Betty 
A n n  Bu rch, descri be well the strugg le  to assert an  i n d ivid ua l  identity 
i n  the face of cu ltu ral pa in ,  as that struggle appears in several works of 
fiction.  Josef Skvorecky points out that forci ng  a writer to emigrate 
from a repressive reg ime has the design,  if not the effect, of reduc ing 
that writer's i nf luence althou gh he or  she need not perish. Edward 
Czerwi nski p leads for an  expa nded recognition  of the Polish theater. 
As might be expected,  conference papers vary i n  quality and theme. 
One u nfortu nate aspect of this collection,  however, is the ed itor's 
failure to prepare an i ntroductory essay which ties the papers together 
and  i l l u minates d i fferences as well as si m ilarities in the responses of 
the several grou ps. I fou n d  it interesti ng, for example, that evidence 
from at least two essays suggests that American ization may have been 
a qual itatively u n ique exper ience for women. Some succi nct ed itor ial 
observations wou ld  have a lleviated the d isjointed ness of this work 
and enabled the really penetrati ng  essays to stand out. 
-lyle Koehler 
University of C inci n nati 
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Wayne S. Wooden. Wha t  Price Paradise ?  Changing Social Pa tterns in 
Ha waii. (Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 1 981 ) x, 1 47 pp., 
$1 7.00, $8.25 paper. 
Hawaii provides a unique opportunity to measure social change as it 
relates to ethnicity and race relations in the United States. This 
opportunity has been seized by sociologists at the University of 
Hawaii, using papers by their students to discover the patterns which 
emerge in a multi-cultural, multi-ethnic society. In this way, re­
searchers such as Romanzo Adams, Bernard Hormann and Andrew 
Lind have increased our understanding of the social forces at work  in 
Hawaii. The pattern is continued by Wayne S. Wooden, who taught 
sociology at the Hilo campus of the University of Hawaii. 
Hawaii's geographical setting has always defined, in a sense, the 
cultural patterns which it would follow, determined partly by the 
culture of Asia from which most of its immigrants came and partly by 
the mainland United States from which came competing values. 
Wooden asserts that it is the latter which is now more important in 
contemporary Hawaii and which has caused local Hawaiian culture to 
react in a unique way. 
Just as industrialized nations are often seen by Third World 
countries as cultural and economic imperialists, the author argues that 
Hawaii's culture faces extinction because of the imposition of 
conflicting values from the mainland. Tourism, for example, threatens 
to put Hawaii's people in a subservient role, reminiscent of the old 
plantation economy. If Hawaiians are playing servant to a tourist elite, 
then the values of that elite will tend to become dominant to the 
detriment of traditional island culture. 
The reaction to this cultural, social and economic onslaught has 
overcome generational and ethnic differences such as those between 
nisei and sansei, or Japanese and Koreans. It has generated a local 
culture in response to the challenge from mainland values which 
tends to unite rather than divide generations and ethnic groups. 
Further, this emerging local culture has transcended the formerly 
more potent ethnic culture, as indicated by numerous examples from 
students of various ethnic backgrounds. The common experience 
shared by youth in Hawaii forms a multi-ethnic, pluralistic reference 
point. It suggests that Asian Americans in Hawaii do not have much in 
common with Asian Americans on the mainland and that cultural 
values, rather than ethnicity, are more important determinants of 
one's orientation. 
Autobiographical student papers represent an underutilized 
research tool. I have had the opportunity to use these in the course of 
my own work on Korean Americans in Hawaii and have always found 
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them to be a r ich repository of socia l  history. One can on ly  applaud 
i nstructors who make a pract ice of  ask i ng students to write l ife 
histories. 
A fi na l  word sho u l d  be said con cer n i ng Wooden's concl usions 
which a re both convi nc ing  a n d  d evo id  of an  overabundance of socia l  
science jargon .  They seem consistent with the i nformal  i m pressions 
that one gets from hav ing  l ived in H awa i i .  Whi le  one m i ght qu i bb le  
about an  i nadequate b ib l iography and  som e  rather g lari n g  gra m m at­
ical  errors, this book must be l auded for i n creas in g  our  u nderstan d i n g  
o f  a c u lture i n  transit ion attem pt i n g  t o  mai ntai n its own form of 
"nat ional ism" agai nst considerabl.e pressu re. 
-Wayne Patterson 
Sa i nt Norbert Col l ege 
Ran d a l l  Ben n ett Woods. A Black Odyssey: John Lewis Waller and the 
Promise of American Life, 1878-1 900. (lawrence, KS : Regents Press of 
Kansas, 1981) xvi i i, 254 p p., $20.00. 
This book, whose author is a n  associate professor at the U n iversity 
of Arkansas, is  a n  i mportant contr i but ion to Afro-American and 
d i p lomatic history. I ts su bject was, as  the author notes, a "secon d  
echelon member o f  the nat ional  Negro leadership" a t  the t u r n  o f  the 
n i n eteenth century .  Matu re biographies of such f igu res are few but 
are vital  if the contou rs of black history a re to be fi l l ed .  
Sou rces for  such biographies a re"scattered and  i ncom plete, but  the 
b i b l iography test ifies to long d igg ing  i n  m a nuscri pt col lections. The 
exam i n at ion of secondary works was less complete; notable is the 
a l most com plete a bsence of the writ i ngs of W.E .B .  Du Bois and  a few 
others. On the whole, however, Wal ler  is p laced convinc ingly withi n 
his m i l ieu .  
Wal le r, born  a s lave i n  M issour i  (pro ba bly  i n  1851) forged a 
remarkable career as barber, l awyer, ed itor, pol it ic ian, U .S. Consu l to 
Madagascar and , fi na l ly, a captai n  in an a l l-black reg iment i n  the 
Span ish-A mer ican  War .  H is act ive l i fe was spent i n  I owa a n d, 
especia l ly, i n  the Kansas of the Exodus  period .  I n  the l atter state, 
hav ing sign if ica nt i nf luence u po n  a n  i mporta nt black e lectorate, he 
hel d  those pol i t ica l  offices then poss ib le  to a b lack m a n  and  fi na l ly, 
u nder Benja m i n  Harrison, was awarded the post of Cons u l  i n  
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Madagascar. There he performed his duties wel l  and undertook, also, 
to accumulate a large estate upon which he hoped to realize his 
dream of a successful all-black commercial enterprise, devoid of racist 
insult. 
The latter effort was thwarted because France began the conquest 
of Madagascar at this precise period in the 1890s. The story is a 
complex one, well told in this book. Its conclusion was Wal ler's arrest 
as a "spy," Washington's early energetic protests to Paris and then, 
following the completion of the French conquest, Waller's release, 
obtained after ten months of jail and the loss of eighty pounds, only 
because President Cleveland agreed to that conquest and falsely 
attributed malfeasance and worse to Waller. 
After the brief service in Cuba, Wal ler's last seven years (he died in 
Yonkers, N. Y. in 1907) seem quite obscure; the author gives them less 
than a page. 
New information on blacks in Iowa and Kansas in the post-Civil War 
generation is offered. In particular there is exciting evidence of some 
black-white unity and notable black militancy, as in the threat of 
organized force to prevent lynchings in 1872 and 1879. 
The author feels the alternatives open to black people have been 
two: integration or separation. There is a third-radical transformation 
of a racist society into a fully egalitarian one. He describes Booker T. 
Washington as "an outspoken anti imperialist" which is certainly 
erroneous. But he presents the black community as supportive of U.S. 
expansionism in the 1890s; part of it was, but another part was quite 
hostile to such activity. 
All those interested in post-Civil War history will find a reading of 
this book definitely worthwhile. 
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University of Santa Clara 
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Gloria Ku magai  ( Project Di rector). America's Women of Color: 
Integrating Cultural  Diversity into Non-Sex-Biased Curricula . (Newton,  
MA: Women's Ed ucationa l  Equ ity Act Pu l i shi ng  Center, 1982) 
F ive f i l mstrips, five tapes, five user's g u ides, fou r  manua ls, $56.00. 
I nd ivi dua l  pr ices as fol lows: Teacher- Training Manual, $7.25; Ele­
mentary Curriculum Guide, $6.75; Secondary Curriculum Guide, 
$5.75; Minority Women:  An Annotated Bibliography, $4.00; America's 
Women of Color (fi l mstrip, tape a n d  g u ide), $7.25; A merican Indian 
Women (fi l mstr ip,  tape and  gu ide), $5.75; Asian A merican Women 
(fi l mstr ip ,  tape and  gu ide), $6. 25; La Mujer Hispana : Mito y Realidad 
(fi l mstr ip,  tape and gu ide), $6. 50; Not About to Be Ignored (fi l mstr i p, 
tape and gu ide), $6.50. 
Order from: Educationa l  Development Center, 55 Chapel Street, 
Newton,  Massachusetts 02160 
This is an  extensive project with m u ltip le  uses for the classroom 
teacher or  d i rector of a mu lti-cu ltural ,  non-sex ist teachi ng  program. 
Ku magai  has d rawn o n  the resou rces of a n u m ber of persons to he l p  
write, test, a n d  eva l uate t h e  materia ls inc luded. 
The focus of th is  project is  on America's women of color­
American  I nd ians, Asian  Americans, H ispan ic Americans, and  b lack 
A mer icans. The fifth section co m pares and contrasts these groups 
with wh ite wo men,  d e m onstrati n g  si m i lar goals a n d  issues and  
showi ng  where the gro u ps d iffer i n  h istory, cu ltu re, and perspectives. 
The users' gu ides which accom pany each tape/f i l mstrip program 
i ncl ude the scri pt, additional resou rces, and sample lesson p lans.  Each 
program deals with the historical backgro u n d  of the group i n  America 
and  br ings the activities i nto the present with contemporary read i n gs 
and  examples. The sam ple lesson plans cover a l l  d iscip l i nes, provid i n g  
exercises appropriate for math, art, music, socio logy, l iterature, 
h istory, and other classes. Students us ing the exercises in the math 
lessons, for exa m ple, w i l l  become fami l iar  with the eva l u at ion of 
statistics, graphs, and budgeti ng .  Sensitive issues such as ster i l ization 
of American Indian women are i ncluded a long with appropriate 
read ing  materials and d iscussion questions. 
Perhaps the weakest e lement is the Elementary Curriculum Guide 
because of some of the assu m ptions i mpl icit i n  the lesson p lans. For 
i nstan ce, several p lans ask the stu dent to l ist "si mi larit ies and 
d ifferences between ourselves" (ital ics m ine) and Asian American, 
b lack American,  and American I nd ian females. The assu mption here 
seems to be that the lessons are for white chi ldren .  Another question  
asks the students if they know any  m inority women. Such exercises 
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might be appropriate for an all-white classroom, but there are fewer 
and fewer of such classrooms around. Obviously, teachers will have to 
make appropriate use of the material for their particular classrooms. 
One of the strongest statements made in the series is in the 
Secondary Curriculum Guide. In her essay, Suzanne Perry emphasizes 
the power of language : I llanguage is the medium through which we 
transmit culture." If we could get students to understand this concept, 
we would be on the way to helping them understand themselves, 
their own use of language to distort and stereotype, and the way 
language molds our perceptions of society. 
The flexibility and reasonable cost of this series make it a wise 
choice for school districts. Each filmstrip is short enough to use in a 
single class period and still allow time for discussion, and each guide 
provides a sufficient number of activities for varying skill levels and 
diverse subjects. The bibliography includes basic sources for librarians 
who wish to expand their multi-cultural holdings. 
The series would also be excellent for teacher training programs. 
There is enough information here to use both the visual and written 
media as models for students to develop their own materials for the 
classroom, or to modify the lessons to make them useful in a variety of 
settings. Students could take further advantage of these materials by 
using them as a foundation for preparing additional bibliographies 
and lessons plans. 
-Gretchen M. Bataille 
Iowa State University 
Arthur Dong (Producer). Sewing Woman. 16mm film, 15 minutes, 
black and white, rental $30.00 per showing, $45.00 two showings/one 
day; purchase $225.00, video (all formats) $195.00. Deepfocus Produc­
tions, 1548 Lombard Street, San Fransicco, CA 94123 (415-776-9049). 
Married at thirteen years of age to an unknown husband, and 
pregnant two months later ! How could her parents allow such a 
horror to happen? Zem Ping Dong would soon understand the 
Chinese way: to accept fate and do what must be done, regardless of 
th� cost. 
To the Euroamerican, this attitude seems reprehensible, but to 
many Asians it is  a way of life. Sewing Woman shows the Chinese way 
thro�gh the story of Zem Ping Dong, an immigrant woman. Disowning 
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her fi rst-born son was a n ecessity and  the fi rst step i n  getti ng  to 
America; si nce it was somethi n g  that had to be done,  she d id  so 
d utifu l ly .  
By traci ng  the l i fe and hardships encou ntered by this sewing 
woman, the fi l m  clear ly  d ef ines the adjustment of a you ng  woman to 
Amer ican  ways and the peri ls  i nvolved i n  bri ng ing  her fa mi l y  to the 
United States. A lthough she had raised a fa mi ly  of her own i n  Amer ica, 
Zem Pi ng  Dong k n ew it wou l d  n ever be complete u nti l  her fa mi l y  i n  
Chi na  cou l d  ga in  American citizenship. Sewing Woman tel ls of her 
struggle to do so in a clear, "matter of fact" m a n ner.  By explori ng  her 
l i fe and  the obstacles she had to overcome, the fi l m  depicts a candid 
view of l i fe i n  a land foreign to everything Zem P ing Dong  had ever 
known.  
Although the fi l m  i s  short, Sewing Woman exce l l s  at g iv i ng  i ns ight 
i nto many Asian  trad itions. By exposi n g  some hard-to-comprehend 
custo ms, the fi l m  a ids the native-born American in fi n d i n g  at least 
some u nderstand ing  of the Asian  way. Sewing Woman is a must i n  any  
ethnic or Asian  stud ies cu rr icu l u m .  
-Shawna li ndsey 
David Beharry 
Cal i forn ia  State Po lytechnic 
University, Pomona 
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